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Vygotskian Sociocultural Theory is a powerful foundation for research into teacher professional development. Howev-
er, while this research has been growing, it has largely been focused on pre-service second/foreign language. Further-
more, there is a lack of research on how the instructional process informed by the principles of Sociocultural Theory, 
including assessment of candidates’ mediated performance, can be orchestrated to promote teachers’ conceptual de-
velopment and induce changes in their classroom practices. The present study explores how asynchronous assessment 
of in-service teachers’ portfolios (with the focus on lesson planning) informed by dynamic assessment framework 
shaped the tutor’s mediation in synchronous online interaction with two teacher candidates. Theoretically, the study 
was informed by Vygotskian notion of true concepts. Focusing on two candidates in the training, we traced their tra-
jectories regarding their conceptual development and the development of their practices. We will namely, illustrate 
how the information received in assessment guided the tutor’s mediation, and how the synchronous interactions in the 
course shaped and helped to interpret the assessment of candidates’ unassisted and mediated performance on portfo-
lios. We will discuss implications of our study and will argue for shifting the focus beyond single classroom activities in 
Sociocultural Theory research.

KEYWORDS: in-service teacher training, sociocultural theory, mediation, Zone of Proximal Development, true con-
cepts, praxis
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1. INTRODUCTION
The interest towards Vygotskian sociocultural theo-

ry (SCT) in research in second/foreign language (L2) 
teaching and learning in the classroom has only been 
growing. It has had different foci, including organisa-
tion of pedagogical activities leading learner develop-
ment (see Poehner & Leontjev, 2022; Van Compernolle 
& Williams, 2013), dynamic assessment (DA) (Poehner, 

2008), and dialectical collaboration with L2 pre- and 
in-service teachers (Donato & Davin, 2018; Johnson & 
Golombek, 2016).

What also unites these strands of research is their 
commitment to praxis, a dialectical unity of theory and 
practice fundamental to SCT research. In praxis, theo-
retical principles and concepts are used to change prac-
tice while themselves are validated in it. Veresov (2014, 
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When internalised, concepts become a powerful 
means for transforming teachers’ practices. Reis (2011), 
for example, in a narrative inquiry, studied the develop-
ment of the L1 Russian participant’s identity as she re-
structured her everyday conceptualisation of a native 
speaker, building her understanding of self as a teach-
ing professional. Nauman (2011) focused on one in-ser-
vice L1 Chinese teacher’s development mediated by the 
literacy concept (literacy involves communication) for 
two terms. The author argued that classrooms are an 
important context for teacher development, as it is there 
that teachers can connect academic concepts with their 
practice.

The emergence of true concepts and, as a result, 
changes in teacher practices have been studied with 
different foci, using different data, in different time-
frames, and with various numbers of participants. These 
include focusing on developing teaching materials al-
lowing pre-service teachers to make sense of their ex-
periences and theoretical knowledge together (Augusto-
Navarro, 2015), development of pedagogical content 
knowledge (Worden, 2015), development of equitable 
teaching resulting from the internalisation ‒ incorpora-
tion of cultural tools to mental processes and their re-
construction to mediate psychological functioning in 
novel situations and activities ‒ of the emphatic framing 
concept that pre-service four teachers discussed in a 
reading circle (Smagorinsky & Johnson, 2021), and 
teachers moving away from teacher-centred practices 
(Amory, 2020).

Moving away from teacher-centred practices is par-
ticularly important in contexts where such practices 
have long been prevalent. Cirocki and Farelly (2016), 
for example, investigated to what extent Armenian EFL 
teachers (n = 80) engaged in classroom research, argu-
ing for further exploration of Armenian teachers’ under-
standing of research and reflection. Feryok (2008) dis-
cussed divergences of cognition and practices of an in-
service English teacher in Armenia who received her 

tertiary education in the Soviet times and, by the time 
of the data collection, had had ten years of teaching ex-
perience. The author illustrated that while, for the 
teacher, encouraging student participation was impor-
tant, the assistance the teacher gave her students was 
explicit and limiting.

More recent examples of praxis-informed research 
include Leontjev and Pollari (2022), focusing on merg-
ing formative and summative assessment in the class-
room, Johnson (2022) who explored mentoring as me-
diation leading to a novice teacher creating opportuni-
ties for learner engagement and participation, as well as 
Poehner and Leontjev (2022), and Leontjev and deBoer 
(2022), who explored how different classroom activities 
created learner development together.

Informed by these studies, we together with the tu-
tor understand the development of the candidates in the 
course as their conceptual development which led to 
changes in their classroom management. In other 
words, this development implied the candidates’ under-
standing of academic concepts through their practices 
as well as the interpretation and changes in their prac-
tices through and due to the academic concepts.

The guidance, particularly in the formal training 
environment, requires knowing how to guide. In the 
SCT research, this guidance depends on the degree of 
responsibility learners are able to take for their perfor-
mance, that is, their ZPD. Yet, few studies have ex-
plored the use of principles of dynamic assessment 
(DA) to diagnose teacher professional development. In 
the following section, we elaborate on the DA frame-
work and on how it can inform teacher development 
programmes.

 
2.2. Dynamic assessment
The dynamic assessment (DA) framework emerged 

from Vygotsky’s (1998) discussion of ZPD as a diagnos-
tic tool. The basis for the DA is the understanding that 
the full picture of learner abilities is revealed when 
learner performance with various forms of mediation is 
taken into account (Poehner, 2008). In DA, therefore, 
teaching and assessment are dialectically related; that 
is, assessment requires teaching to identify learners’ 
maturing abilities, whereas teaching needs assessment 
to optimally promote learner development (Poehner & 
Infante, 2015).

Mediation in DA is informed by the work of Al-
jaafreh and Lantolf (1994), who argue that mediation 
should be provided when needed and withdrawn as 
learners assume responsibility for their performance 

p. 133) argues that praxis is predicated on the under-
standing that ‘theory without an experiment is a volun-
tary play of mind; an experiment without a theory is a 
knife without a handle’.

One line of research informed by praxis that has re-
cently been gaining prominence is pre-service and in-
service teacher professional development, even though 
the latter is less frequent (Johnson & Golombek, 2018; 
Lantolf et. al., 2021). In this line of research, theoretical 
concepts and principles are actively used to transform 
teacher practices, dialectically coming together with 
teachers’ everyday understandings stemming from their 
experiences (Johnson & Golombek, 2018). We will 
elaborate on this research below. Here we mention that 
the sociocultural notion of mediation becomes impor-
tant in teacher development in praxis.

Vygotsky (1978, 1987; see also Wertsch, 1985) ar-
gued that human higher mental functions are mediated 
by cultural and psychological tools. When acting inde-
pendently, the resources individuals use to regulate the 
activity are limited to those they have fully internalised. 
By participating in an activity with others, individuals 
have access to joint resources available on the interper-
sonal plane. Vygotsky (1978) discussed this with regard 
to Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD), emerging 
once others intervene in the psychological activity, al-
lowing the individual to perform beyond their unassist-
ed capabilities (Vygotsky, 1978). For education, this un-
derstanding of development is important for several rea-
sons. First, observations of independent performance 
only reveal matured abilities. A fuller picture emerges 
when the learner’s mediated performance is 
considered. Second, the teaching-learning process or 
activity leads development, that is, what the learner can 
do with support now, this learner will be able to do in-
dependently in future. Indeed, novel abilities emerge in 
collaboration with a more knowledgeable teacher edu-
cator in praxis with teachers.

Reports on praxis with teachers have different foci, 
including developing pre-service teachers’ ability to 
guide their learners’ development (see Johnson & 
Golombek, 2016; Lantolf & Poehner, 2011), merging 
summative and formative assessment in their classroom 
practices (Leontjev & Pollari, 2022; Poehner & Inbar-
Lourie, 2020), and developing equitable teaching prac-
tices building on empathy and theoretical concepts 
(Smagorinsky & Johnson, 2021). There has been a 
growing body of research on dynamic assessment (DA), 
a dialectical unity of teaching and assessment (Poehner, 
2008), in L2 (second/foreign language). However, there 

is rarely a focus on assessment in teacher development 
SCT research, and that which exists focuses on single 
assessment activities rather than on how assessment in-
forms the instructional process. The present study ad-
dresses this gap.

 
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND LITERA-

TURE REVIEW
2.1. Sociocultural theory in teacher education
SCT research on teacher development is strongly 

informed by Vygotsky’s (1998) work on concepts argu-
ing that the major reason for the development of school 
children is the introduction of scientific concepts in for-
mal education. These are contrasted with everyday 
(spontaneous) concepts grounded in day-to-day life ex-
periences. Spontaneous concepts are not replaced with 
scientific concepts but enter into a dialectical relation-
ship with them. In other words, neither an intuitive un-
derstanding of how things work nor the decontextu-
alised and systematic scientific concepts alone create 
optimal opportunities for development. Instruction can 
truly be called properly organised when a scientific 
concept ‘gradually comes down to concrete phenome-
na’ and a spontaneous concept ’goes from the phe-
nomenon upward toward generalisations’ (Vygotsky, 
1987, p. 148), forming what is called a true concept.

Teachers enter their profession with everyday con-
cepts or understanding based on their experiences and 
preconceptions, which develop with teaching experi-
ence, and which should be transformed into true con-
cepts as academic concepts are introduced through me-
diated support (Johnson & Golombek, 2018). In SCT re-
search on teacher development, the terms academic 
concepts (see Johnson & Golombek, 2011; 2018) and 
pedagogical concepts (Johnson et. al., 2020) are also 
used. The former is used interchangeably with scientific 
concepts (Johnson & Golombek, 2018). Unlike acade-
mic concepts, pedagogical concepts focus on ‘how to 
teach, rather than what to teach’ (Johnson et. al., 2020, 
p. 4). They are defined operationally and are ‘modelled 
in the activity of actual teaching’ (Johnson et. al., 2020, 
p. 6). Johnson et al. (2020) focused on pedagogical 
concepts, exploring how concepts of Teach off Your 
Students, Not at Them (building on learners’ contribu-
tions in instructional conversation), Be Direct, Not Di-
rective (helping learners construct knowledge, not tak-
ing agency away from them), and Teaching as Connect-
ing (shaping learners’ development while responding to 
institutional and curricular goals) helped novice teach-
ers move from being teacher-centred.

‘Reports on praxis with teachers have 
different foci, including developing pre-
service teachers’ ability to guide their 
learners’ development, merging summative 
and formative assessment in their classroom 
practices, and developing equitable teaching 
practices building on empathy and theoretical 
concepts’
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(contingency principle), be implicit enough to give the 
learner the most responsibility for their performance 
and explicit enough to create novel ways of thinking 
and acting (graduated principle) and emerge in a joint 
activity with the learner (dialogic principle). DA is also 
informed by the notion of reciprocity stemming from 
the work of Feuerstein (see Feuerstein et al., 2010). 
Reciprocity emerges from the understanding that medi-
ation both limits and creates opportunities for the learn-
er to react. That is, the mediator’s intention to promote 
the learner’s development shapes the way the learner 
responds to it, which guides the following mediation 
(see Lidz, 1991; Poehner, 2005).

In interventionist DA, a standardised list of prompts 
is used, following from implicit to explicit mediational 
moves rigorously for all learners for greater objectivity 
of results (Lantolf & Poehner, 2004). As Lantolf and 
Poehner (2011) state, ‘interactionist DA places no re-
strictions on mediation but instead demands that the 
mediator do everything possible to help the learner 
stretch beyond his/her current independent perfor-
mance’ (Lantolf & Poehner, 2011, p. 15). In other 
words, in interactionist DA, mediation is flexible and 
has a greater focus on learner development than on as-
sessment, even though both foci are present.

In the field of L2, DA has been applied, for exam-
ple, to assess learners’ writing (see Rahimi et al., 2015), 
listening (see Rasskazova & Glukhanyuk, 2018), read-
ing (see Teo, 2012), grammar and vocabulary (Leontjev, 
2016), and several competences together. Dynamic as-
sessment has also been used to teach L2 concepts (Gar-
cía, 2019). These implementations of DA, however, 
have largely focused on L2 learners.

Reports on DA in L2 teacher development have 
been scarce and focused on synchronous DA imple-
mentation. Golombek (2011) reported on a syn-
chronous DA session using Dynamic Video Protocol 
with an MA student. García (2019) reported on a case 
study where synchronous DA was employed to assess 
and promote an in-service language teacher’s concep-
tual development. García (2019) argued for the inclu-
sion of DA in language teachers’ in-service training for 
assessing and promoting their conceptual knowledge 
about language.

This is not to say that asynchronous mediation has 
not been employed in teacher development. 
Reis’ (2011) study, for example, exploring the internali-
sation of the concept of native-speaker vs non-native 
speaker, involved asynchronous mediation. However, it 
was not focused on diagnosing teachers’ ZPD.

Still, asynchronous DA implementations have been 
discussed in the field of L2 learner development. 
Shrestha (2020) described an implementation of asyn-
chronous DA in a university academic writing course in 
detail. Four undergraduate business studies students 
participated in two DA sessions with the tutor/author, 
submitting four drafts in the first DA session and three 
in the second DA. The author provided their mediation 
asynchronously via emails. Analysing mediational and 
reciprocity moves, the author traced how the partici-
pants’ academic writing developed as they internalised 
the mediation. Importantly, Shrestha (2020) provided a 
detailed typology of mediation and reciprocity moves, 
some of them specific to asynchronous interaction (for 
other mediation and reciprocity typologies, see 
Poehner, 2005).

Our paper addresses the lack of studies exploring 
how assessment informed by SCT can become a part of 
teacher development programmes. The assessment ac-
tivity informed by the DA principle of reciprocity was 
developed in praxis between the tutor (the first author) 
and the researchers (Authors 2 and 3). We explored 
what integrating this assessment into the training al-
lowed for, studying how the tutor built her asyn-
chronous mediation to learners in portfolio assignments 
based on what she learned about her learners by the 
time of the portfolio activity and how the information 
obtained from the portfolio assignment activity in-
formed the tutor’s classroom interactions. We will re-
frain from labelling this assessment activity as DA due 
to the challenges of integrating full DA interactions into 
separate portfolio assessments. We will, however, 
demonstrate how the portfolio assessments in the 
course taken together allowed for tracing the teacher 
candidates’ growing self-regulation as the course pro-
gressed and allowed for, together with other course ac-
tivities, developing their conceptual understanding of 
learner-centeredness.

Seen this way, the tutor’s mediation in the course, 
as we will elaborate on, differed in that in the portfolio 
assessments, it focused on assessing, i.e., diagnosing 
the candidates’ ZPD, whereas in the other course activ-
ities on the development of the candidates.

 
3. MATERIAL AND METHODS
3.1. Research questions
In this study, we seek to answer the following re-

search questions: (1) What information about L2 English 
teachers’ conceptual and methodological knowledge 
and ability to apply it does asynchronous mediation 

provide? (2) How does building on the activity whose 
goal was assessing teachers’ ZPD promote the develop-
ment of in-service teachers’ true concepts?

 
3.2. Context and assignments
The data were collected in a CELT-S course (Certifi-

cate of English Language Teaching ‒ Secondary, by 
Cambridge Assessment English), a six-months in-service 
teacher training. The purpose of the training was to 
help L2 English teachers develop their classroom man-
agement skills and expand their knowledge of teaching 
methodology.

Learner-centredness was one of the course foci. 
The goal was to help teachers ‘give learners more say in 
areas that are traditionally considered the domain of the 
teacher’ (Thornbury, 2006, p. 115). That is, promoting 
learner autonomy, including negotiation of a curricu-
lum and classroom activities giving learners agency in 
pair and group work, was elicited. The focus was on 
methodologies and discussions of how teachers could 
involve learners in classroom activities, giving them 
ownership of their learning (Harmer, 2007). The acade-
mic and pedagogical concepts studied under the um-
brella of learner-centredness included: (1) learner moti-
vation and engagement – linking the materials to learn-
er experiences and interests and asking open and high-
order questions; (2) personalisation – techniques for 
making the materials relevant for the learners, including 
connecting the materials to the joint histories with the 
learners and the local contexts; (3) form-meaning-pro-
nunciation concept, eliciting the need for teachers to 
focus on all three aspects of the studied linguistics phe-
nomena. Particularly the meaning part of the latter con-
cept is relevant, as the teachers tended to focus on form 
(e.g., of tenses), the meaning conveyed almost exclu-
sively as a formulaic set of rules, void of contextualisa-
tion and use.

The assessment introduced into the course whose 
goal was diagnosing the candidates’ ZPDs emerged in 
the praxis of the tutor and the two researchers and was 
based on the principles of DA. The challenges of inte-
grating DA into the course largely emerged (1) from the 
educational and assessment culture the candidates 
came from and (2) the course constraints. The candi-
dates came from an educational culture where a unidi-
rectional grammar-translation approach taught by an 
authoritative teacher was common. Hence, as elaborat-
ed, the true concepts on which the assessment activity 
focused had to do with learner-centeredness. There 
were several constraints associated with the format of 
the training. First, it had to follow the syllabus. The 
course was mainly asynchronous, with some Zoom in-
teractions in which the course instructor focused on 
deepening the candidates’ knowledge. Hence, asyn-
chronous assignments were deemed more suitable for 
the assessment activity, and we decided not to attempt 
to implement DA in the same way as Shrestha (2020), 
for example, did, but rather stretch the mediation across 
the portfolio assessments in the course, commenting on 
each only once.

The course included online modules completed by 
the participants, portfolio assignments, where portfolios 
4 to 7 were mediated by the tutor and used as data, 
several teaching practices, of which we focus on the fi-
nal, third practice, and Zoom interactions. Prior to the 
study, formative feedback in the course focused on (1) 
learner agency (including building on the prior knowl-
edge of learner abilities), (2) making the learning man-
ageable (focusing on learner development rather than 
on covering as much material as possible), (3) ensuring 
the development of all learners, (4) connecting the cov-
ered material to learners’ experiences and focusing on 
language use more than form. This feedback had been, 
generally, explicit and unidirectional. Our goal was to 
design and implement asynchronous mediation whose 
goal was to diagnose and develop learners’ ZPD.

Due to administrative and time constraints, we 
were able to start our study in the middle of the course. 
This, however, benefitted the mediation in the study, as 
the tutor had an idea of the candidates’ abilities. That 
is, instead of starting from the most implicit mediation, 
allowing the candidates’ struggles to emerge and as-
sessing the candidates’ degree of self-regulation (the re-
sponsibility for their own performance as opposed to 
other-regulation), the tutor had an idea of what the fo-
cus of the mediation ought to be by the time the portfo-
lio assessment activities started.

‘We explored what integrating this 
assessment into the training allowed for, 
studying how the tutor built her asynchronous 
mediation to learners in portfolio assignments 
based on what she learned about her learners 
by the time of the portfolio activity and how 
the information obtained from the portfolio 
assignment activity informed the tutor’s 
classroom interactions’
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(contingency principle), be implicit enough to give the 
learner the most responsibility for their performance 
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the mediation. Importantly, Shrestha (2020) provided a 
detailed typology of mediation and reciprocity moves, 
some of them specific to asynchronous interaction (for 
other mediation and reciprocity typologies, see 
Poehner, 2005).
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how assessment informed by SCT can become a part of 
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tivity informed by the DA principle of reciprocity was 
developed in praxis between the tutor (the first author) 
and the researchers (Authors 2 and 3). We explored 
what integrating this assessment into the training al-
lowed for, studying how the tutor built her asyn-
chronous mediation to learners in portfolio assignments 
based on what she learned about her learners by the 
time of the portfolio activity and how the information 
obtained from the portfolio assignment activity in-
formed the tutor’s classroom interactions. We will re-
frain from labelling this assessment activity as DA due 
to the challenges of integrating full DA interactions into 
separate portfolio assessments. We will, however, 
demonstrate how the portfolio assessments in the 
course taken together allowed for tracing the teacher 
candidates’ growing self-regulation as the course pro-
gressed and allowed for, together with other course ac-
tivities, developing their conceptual understanding of 
learner-centeredness.

Seen this way, the tutor’s mediation in the course, 
as we will elaborate on, differed in that in the portfolio 
assessments, it focused on assessing, i.e., diagnosing 
the candidates’ ZPD, whereas in the other course activ-
ities on the development of the candidates.

 
3. MATERIAL AND METHODS
3.1. Research questions
In this study, we seek to answer the following re-

search questions: (1) What information about L2 English 
teachers’ conceptual and methodological knowledge 
and ability to apply it does asynchronous mediation 

provide? (2) How does building on the activity whose 
goal was assessing teachers’ ZPD promote the develop-
ment of in-service teachers’ true concepts?

 
3.2. Context and assignments
The data were collected in a CELT-S course (Certifi-

cate of English Language Teaching ‒ Secondary, by 
Cambridge Assessment English), a six-months in-service 
teacher training. The purpose of the training was to 
help L2 English teachers develop their classroom man-
agement skills and expand their knowledge of teaching 
methodology.

Learner-centredness was one of the course foci. 
The goal was to help teachers ‘give learners more say in 
areas that are traditionally considered the domain of the 
teacher’ (Thornbury, 2006, p. 115). That is, promoting 
learner autonomy, including negotiation of a curricu-
lum and classroom activities giving learners agency in 
pair and group work, was elicited. The focus was on 
methodologies and discussions of how teachers could 
involve learners in classroom activities, giving them 
ownership of their learning (Harmer, 2007). The acade-
mic and pedagogical concepts studied under the um-
brella of learner-centredness included: (1) learner moti-
vation and engagement – linking the materials to learn-
er experiences and interests and asking open and high-
order questions; (2) personalisation – techniques for 
making the materials relevant for the learners, including 
connecting the materials to the joint histories with the 
learners and the local contexts; (3) form-meaning-pro-
nunciation concept, eliciting the need for teachers to 
focus on all three aspects of the studied linguistics phe-
nomena. Particularly the meaning part of the latter con-
cept is relevant, as the teachers tended to focus on form 
(e.g., of tenses), the meaning conveyed almost exclu-
sively as a formulaic set of rules, void of contextualisa-
tion and use.

The assessment introduced into the course whose 
goal was diagnosing the candidates’ ZPDs emerged in 
the praxis of the tutor and the two researchers and was 
based on the principles of DA. The challenges of inte-
grating DA into the course largely emerged (1) from the 
educational and assessment culture the candidates 
came from and (2) the course constraints. The candi-
dates came from an educational culture where a unidi-
rectional grammar-translation approach taught by an 
authoritative teacher was common. Hence, as elaborat-
ed, the true concepts on which the assessment activity 
focused had to do with learner-centeredness. There 
were several constraints associated with the format of 
the training. First, it had to follow the syllabus. The 
course was mainly asynchronous, with some Zoom in-
teractions in which the course instructor focused on 
deepening the candidates’ knowledge. Hence, asyn-
chronous assignments were deemed more suitable for 
the assessment activity, and we decided not to attempt 
to implement DA in the same way as Shrestha (2020), 
for example, did, but rather stretch the mediation across 
the portfolio assessments in the course, commenting on 
each only once.

The course included online modules completed by 
the participants, portfolio assignments, where portfolios 
4 to 7 were mediated by the tutor and used as data, 
several teaching practices, of which we focus on the fi-
nal, third practice, and Zoom interactions. Prior to the 
study, formative feedback in the course focused on (1) 
learner agency (including building on the prior knowl-
edge of learner abilities), (2) making the learning man-
ageable (focusing on learner development rather than 
on covering as much material as possible), (3) ensuring 
the development of all learners, (4) connecting the cov-
ered material to learners’ experiences and focusing on 
language use more than form. This feedback had been, 
generally, explicit and unidirectional. Our goal was to 
design and implement asynchronous mediation whose 
goal was to diagnose and develop learners’ ZPD.

Due to administrative and time constraints, we 
were able to start our study in the middle of the course. 
This, however, benefitted the mediation in the study, as 
the tutor had an idea of the candidates’ abilities. That 
is, instead of starting from the most implicit mediation, 
allowing the candidates’ struggles to emerge and as-
sessing the candidates’ degree of self-regulation (the re-
sponsibility for their own performance as opposed to 
other-regulation), the tutor had an idea of what the fo-
cus of the mediation ought to be by the time the portfo-
lio assessment activities started.

‘We explored what integrating this 
assessment into the training allowed for, 
studying how the tutor built her asynchronous 
mediation to learners in portfolio assignments 
based on what she learned about her learners 
by the time of the portfolio activity and how 
the information obtained from the portfolio 
assignment activity informed the tutor’s 
classroom interactions’
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While the early portfolios focused on single com-
prehensively defined tasks, such as introducing a gram-
mar point, in the later portfolios, the candidates were 
expected to build on the conceptual understanding of 
strategies, methods, and materials promoting L2 learn-
ing (Appendix 1). The last teaching practice assignment 
focused on candidates writing their own lesson plans 
and executing them. Teaching practice 3 was consid-
ered the transfer assignment.

 
3.3. Participants
The course participants were L2 English university 

teachers in Tajikistan, 11 female and one male. Their 
teaching experience varied from three years to over 
twenty. The subjects they taught included practical Eng-
lish, phonetics, and home reading. The most commonly 
cited reasons for joining the course were to learn cur-
rent teaching methods, improve one’s teaching in gen-
eral, the prestige of the course, and an opportunity to 
use this qualification to get teaching experience abroad.

In this study, we focus on two candidates in the 
course who both gave their informed consent – Candi-
date 1 and Candidate 4. The reason for focusing on 
these two candidates in this study is that they were the 
only two who submitted all their portfolio assignments. 
Both candidates have had over 18 years of teaching ex-
perience and taught similar courses as outlined above. 
Other candidates were present in Zoom interactions 
and when relevant, we will refer to their contributions 
in Zoom interactions.

 
3.4. Data and procedures
The data was collected from four portfolio assign-

ments (Appendix 1), audio-recorded interactions with 
all the candidates together conducted on Zoom (here-
inafter, Zoom interactions), and the final course assign-
ment, Teaching practice 3.

The timeline of the course activities with classroom 
interactions and teaching practice is presented below in 
Figure 1.

due to the limited number of portfolio assignments in 
the course and only one resubmission per assignment 
allowed in the syllabus. Hence, starting with the most 
implicit mediation would not create ample opportuni-
ties for the candidates’ development. Furthermore, by 
the time of the study, the tutor had a rather clear picture 
of the candidates’ recurrent challenges and an idea 
about their self-regulation. The following principles 
guided our mediation: (1) it was based on the learners’ 
reciprocity in the previous sessions; (2) it was linked to 
the methodological points covered in the training, as 
we elaborated in Section 3.2; (3) it elicited the teachers’ 
practices, that is, their everyday concepts; (4) it guided 
the candidates to build on learner’s histories and expe-
riences when presenting and practising the L2 features; 
(5) it elicited social interaction among learners.

Therefore, the focus of the mediation was learner-
centeredness, though the specific focus, including the 
concepts forming learner-centeredness, emerged based 
on the challenges the tutor and the two researchers 
identified. There were two reasons for the tutor to focus 
on the teachers’ classroom practice during the DA: (a) 
the portfolio assignments elicited the candidates’ practi-
cal experience; (b) our intention was to build on this 
experience while transforming it. Still, the mediation 
implicitly built on how the academic (including 
methodological) concepts were discussed in Zoom in-
teractions, creating a bridge between theory and prac-
tice.

The other data in the study were Zoom interactions 
prior to and during the portfolio assessment activities 
and the candidates’ final course assignments. These will 
be used to illustrate how academic concepts emerged 
in interactions and connected to the mediation of port-
folio assignments and how the true concepts emerged 
for the two focal candidates in the study. We note that 

while concepts were approached differently in the port-
folio and Zoom interaction activities, the intention was 
that these activities form a coherent whole. The tutor, 
furthermore, used the information from the asyn-
chronous mediation (informed by the DA framework) of 
the candidates’ performance on the portfolio assign-
ments, adjusting, as we will illustrate, course activities 
informing and informed by the portfolio assessment.

 
3.5. Analysis
As the first step of our analysis, for each candidate, 

we singled out the points we commented on in their 
portfolios and how the candidates responded to them. 
We then coded these informed by Aljaafreh and Lan-
tolf’s (1994), Poehner’s (2005), and Shrestha’s (2020) 
typologies for mediational and reciprocal moves. How-
ever, we did not adhere strictly to existing typologies 
but studied mediational moves that emerged in the 
data, coding them together and discussing any inconsis-
tencies in our interpretation of the mediational moves. 
Appendices 2 and 3 briefly describe the mediational 
and reciprocity moves in the study. This coding al-
lowed us to establish differences among our candidates 
in terms of their mediated performance and to trace 
their individual developmental trajectories across the 
portfolio assignments.

The Zoom interactions were studied as a reci-
procity-mediation cycle. We analysed how the tutor 
used the information obtained in the portfolio assess-
ment to guide the candidates and how the candidates 
responded to the tutor’s guidance. In the final assign-
ments, we studied how the candidates connected acad-
emic concepts to their everyday concepts, discussing 
their practice using these concepts.

In the following section, we discuss the two candi-
dates’ unassisted and mediation performance across the 
four portfolios, as well as how tutor-candidate Zoom in-
teractions (with the focus on development) informed 
the portfolio assessment whose goal was to diagnose 
the candidates’ ZPD (with the focus on assessment) and 
vice versa. In fact, the candidates’ development was 
understood taking into account both of these parts of 
the course. The portfolio assessment allowed us to trace 
the changes in the candidates’ reliance on the tutor in 
lesson planning (the focus of the portfolios) opera-
tionalised in the changes in explicitness of mediation 
and the candidates’ reciprocity. The Zoom interactions 
allowed us to see that the changes that the candidates 
made to the portfolios were not mechanistic ‒ candi-
dates simply figuring out what the tutor expected them 

‘There were two reasons for the tutor to focus 
on the teachers’ classroom practice during 
the DA: (a) the portfolio assignments elicited 
the candidates’ practical experience; (b) our 
intention was to build on this experience 
while transforming it. Still, the mediation 
implicitly built on how the academic 
(including methodological) concepts were 
discussed in Zoom interactions, creating a 
bridge between theory and practice’

Figure 1. Timeline of the course

As detailed in Appendix 1, the general focus of the 
portfolio assignments was developing lesson plans, 
though the specific focus varied. For each portfolio, two 
versions were submitted, one before the mediation and 
one after it. The portfolio drafts, mediation and the port-
folios modified in response to mediation serve as the 
data. Upon the anonymisation of the portfolios, media-
tion in the form of written comments on Google docs 
was given to the candidates. The anonymisation was 
conducted by the tutor, who could, therefore, connect 
various data pieces systematically together. The two re-
searchers only had access to the anonymised data, 

where the candidates were referred to by pseudonyms. 
Once the candidates reacted to the comments by intro-
ducing modifications to their portfolios, they submitted 
the final versions to the tutor.

We adhered to the flexible approach to mediation. 
That is, upon a discussion, we used the mediational 
moves we deemed the most appropriate to guide the 
candidates’ development, based on what we, and 
above all the tutor, knew about each candidate, the 
previous mediation, and the candidates’ reciprocity. As 
we elaborated, we did not start from the most implicit 
mediation on the first submitted portfolio in the study 
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While the early portfolios focused on single com-
prehensively defined tasks, such as introducing a gram-
mar point, in the later portfolios, the candidates were 
expected to build on the conceptual understanding of 
strategies, methods, and materials promoting L2 learn-
ing (Appendix 1). The last teaching practice assignment 
focused on candidates writing their own lesson plans 
and executing them. Teaching practice 3 was consid-
ered the transfer assignment.

 
3.3. Participants
The course participants were L2 English university 

teachers in Tajikistan, 11 female and one male. Their 
teaching experience varied from three years to over 
twenty. The subjects they taught included practical Eng-
lish, phonetics, and home reading. The most commonly 
cited reasons for joining the course were to learn cur-
rent teaching methods, improve one’s teaching in gen-
eral, the prestige of the course, and an opportunity to 
use this qualification to get teaching experience abroad.

In this study, we focus on two candidates in the 
course who both gave their informed consent – Candi-
date 1 and Candidate 4. The reason for focusing on 
these two candidates in this study is that they were the 
only two who submitted all their portfolio assignments. 
Both candidates have had over 18 years of teaching ex-
perience and taught similar courses as outlined above. 
Other candidates were present in Zoom interactions 
and when relevant, we will refer to their contributions 
in Zoom interactions.

 
3.4. Data and procedures
The data was collected from four portfolio assign-

ments (Appendix 1), audio-recorded interactions with 
all the candidates together conducted on Zoom (here-
inafter, Zoom interactions), and the final course assign-
ment, Teaching practice 3.

The timeline of the course activities with classroom 
interactions and teaching practice is presented below in 
Figure 1.

due to the limited number of portfolio assignments in 
the course and only one resubmission per assignment 
allowed in the syllabus. Hence, starting with the most 
implicit mediation would not create ample opportuni-
ties for the candidates’ development. Furthermore, by 
the time of the study, the tutor had a rather clear picture 
of the candidates’ recurrent challenges and an idea 
about their self-regulation. The following principles 
guided our mediation: (1) it was based on the learners’ 
reciprocity in the previous sessions; (2) it was linked to 
the methodological points covered in the training, as 
we elaborated in Section 3.2; (3) it elicited the teachers’ 
practices, that is, their everyday concepts; (4) it guided 
the candidates to build on learner’s histories and expe-
riences when presenting and practising the L2 features; 
(5) it elicited social interaction among learners.

Therefore, the focus of the mediation was learner-
centeredness, though the specific focus, including the 
concepts forming learner-centeredness, emerged based 
on the challenges the tutor and the two researchers 
identified. There were two reasons for the tutor to focus 
on the teachers’ classroom practice during the DA: (a) 
the portfolio assignments elicited the candidates’ practi-
cal experience; (b) our intention was to build on this 
experience while transforming it. Still, the mediation 
implicitly built on how the academic (including 
methodological) concepts were discussed in Zoom in-
teractions, creating a bridge between theory and prac-
tice.

The other data in the study were Zoom interactions 
prior to and during the portfolio assessment activities 
and the candidates’ final course assignments. These will 
be used to illustrate how academic concepts emerged 
in interactions and connected to the mediation of port-
folio assignments and how the true concepts emerged 
for the two focal candidates in the study. We note that 

while concepts were approached differently in the port-
folio and Zoom interaction activities, the intention was 
that these activities form a coherent whole. The tutor, 
furthermore, used the information from the asyn-
chronous mediation (informed by the DA framework) of 
the candidates’ performance on the portfolio assign-
ments, adjusting, as we will illustrate, course activities 
informing and informed by the portfolio assessment.

 
3.5. Analysis
As the first step of our analysis, for each candidate, 

we singled out the points we commented on in their 
portfolios and how the candidates responded to them. 
We then coded these informed by Aljaafreh and Lan-
tolf’s (1994), Poehner’s (2005), and Shrestha’s (2020) 
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data, coding them together and discussing any inconsis-
tencies in our interpretation of the mediational moves. 
Appendices 2 and 3 briefly describe the mediational 
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lowed us to establish differences among our candidates 
in terms of their mediated performance and to trace 
their individual developmental trajectories across the 
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procity-mediation cycle. We analysed how the tutor 
used the information obtained in the portfolio assess-
ment to guide the candidates and how the candidates 
responded to the tutor’s guidance. In the final assign-
ments, we studied how the candidates connected acad-
emic concepts to their everyday concepts, discussing 
their practice using these concepts.

In the following section, we discuss the two candi-
dates’ unassisted and mediation performance across the 
four portfolios, as well as how tutor-candidate Zoom in-
teractions (with the focus on development) informed 
the portfolio assessment whose goal was to diagnose 
the candidates’ ZPD (with the focus on assessment) and 
vice versa. In fact, the candidates’ development was 
understood taking into account both of these parts of 
the course. The portfolio assessment allowed us to trace 
the changes in the candidates’ reliance on the tutor in 
lesson planning (the focus of the portfolios) opera-
tionalised in the changes in explicitness of mediation 
and the candidates’ reciprocity. The Zoom interactions 
allowed us to see that the changes that the candidates 
made to the portfolios were not mechanistic ‒ candi-
dates simply figuring out what the tutor expected them 

‘There were two reasons for the tutor to focus 
on the teachers’ classroom practice during 
the DA: (a) the portfolio assignments elicited 
the candidates’ practical experience; (b) our 
intention was to build on this experience 
while transforming it. Still, the mediation 
implicitly built on how the academic 
(including methodological) concepts were 
discussed in Zoom interactions, creating a 
bridge between theory and practice’

Figure 1. Timeline of the course

As detailed in Appendix 1, the general focus of the 
portfolio assignments was developing lesson plans, 
though the specific focus varied. For each portfolio, two 
versions were submitted, one before the mediation and 
one after it. The portfolio drafts, mediation and the port-
folios modified in response to mediation serve as the 
data. Upon the anonymisation of the portfolios, media-
tion in the form of written comments on Google docs 
was given to the candidates. The anonymisation was 
conducted by the tutor, who could, therefore, connect 
various data pieces systematically together. The two re-
searchers only had access to the anonymised data, 

where the candidates were referred to by pseudonyms. 
Once the candidates reacted to the comments by intro-
ducing modifications to their portfolios, they submitted 
the final versions to the tutor.

We adhered to the flexible approach to mediation. 
That is, upon a discussion, we used the mediational 
moves we deemed the most appropriate to guide the 
candidates’ development, based on what we, and 
above all the tutor, knew about each candidate, the 
previous mediation, and the candidates’ reciprocity. As 
we elaborated, we did not start from the most implicit 
mediation on the first submitted portfolio in the study 
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to do without understanding why ‒ but were the result 
of the development of their conceptual understanding. 
Hence while we present the findings in separate sec-
tions, these should be considered together.

 
4. STUDY AND RESULTS
4.1. Portfolio assessment to diagnose ZPD
Here we will discuss the developmental trajectories 

of the two candidates emerging in the portfolio assess-
ment, tracing changes in the mediation given in each 
portfolio and the ways that the two candidates respond-
ed to it.

What made the tutor’s assistance mediation, we ar-
gue, was that it was informed by (a) the candidates’ 
reciprocity, that is, the changes they made in response 
to the mediation on the previous portfolios. When the 
two candidates’ unassisted performance was consid-
ered (the first draft of each portfolio), it was very 
similar. Both candidates, from the outset, tended to 
overestimate the learners’ cognitive load, not give their 
learners much agency, and not connect to learners’ his-
tories and experiences. The two candidates’ mediated 
performance, however, was rather different.

We note that while the rest of the participants did 
not manage to submit all the assignments on time (and 
hence we did not include them in the portfolio assign-
ment data set), the challenges that C1 and C4 faced 
were similar for the rest of the group, as will also 
emerge in Zoom interactions which we will elaborate 
on later. In addition, as Candidate 1 and Candidate 4 
did, as we will illustrate next, the rest of the participants 
continued to struggle with the concept of learner-cen-
teredness applied to their practice, as their unassisted 
performance on the portfolio assessment (their lesson 
plans) showed, but by and large, exhibited growing 
self-regulation as far as their changes in response to the 
tutor’s mediation are concerned. As we will demon-
strate with the performance of the two focal candidates, 
this general upward trend does not imply that the tutor 
simply always used a growingly implicit mediation in 
the subsequent portfolios and neither that the candi-
dates always corrected their portfolios in a satisfactory 
manner in response to the tutor’s mediation. To repeat, 
the goal of the portfolio assessment was to diagnose the 
candidates’ ZPD based on the principle of reciprocity. 
We next illustrate this with the common challenges that 
the two candidates had.

The most common problem for Candidate 1 was 
that they did not connect to learners’ experiences, in-
cluding example sentences they provided in their les-

son plans. They, thus, elicited mechanistic application 
of the covered structure. This candidate also tended to 
provide complex metalinguistic explanations with ex-
tensive use of terminology. To illustrate, in Portfolio 4, 
Candidate 1 provided the following sentences to exem-
plify the use of present perfect simple tense: I’ve known 
Karen since 1994; She’s lived in London for three years.

Based on the tutor’s history with the two candi-
dates, Candidate 1 received the following comment: I 
wonder if basing on the learners’ experiences or your 
joint one with them can help them understand the use 
of the tense better (Mediational Move 7; Appendix 2). 
This candidate was also invited to think in terms of their 
learners’ cognitive load and asked to simplify their ex-
planations. Candidate 1 incorporated this mediation 
(Reciprocity Move 2; Appendix 3), making their exam-
ple sentences personalised, e.g., I’ve taught you since 
2019.

However, in the following Portfolio 5, Candidate 1, 
introducing the present continuous tense, returned to 
their old practice, e.g., What are you writing? – A letter 
to Jane. This time, the tutor’s mediation is more 
implicit: Look back on Portfolio 4 and think how these 
examples can be made more memorable for your learn-
ers (Mediational Move 6). This time, the tutor opted for 
more implicit mediation as this candidate had success-
fully developed their lesson plan in the previous portfo-
lio. This candidate, again, replaced the sentences, e.g., 
I am teaching the present continuous right now, which 
implies their growing responsibility for performance.

In Portfolio 6, Candidate 1 expected their learners 
to practice requests and offers using a predefined script. 
This was not personalised ‒ did not involve techniques 
relating the materials to the learners’ experiences ‒ or 
engaging; in other words, it was not learner-centred. 
That is, Candidate 1 continued to focus on morphosyn-
tactic features of a language mechanistically. The tu-
tor’s guidance on the framework of Mediational Move 5 
was, Do you think ss might benefit more if they are al-
lowed to change the context and use the target lan-
guage in a more personalised dialogue? As the candi-
date developed their Portfolio 5 following the tutor’s 
mediation, this mediation was less explicit than previ-
ously. As a result, the candidate again changed their 
script, changing, for example, food and money into lo-
cal money and food once the learners have practised 
the initial role plays.

In Portfolio 7, Candidate 1 built an activity around 
local fast-food restaurants, its lead-in being I will put 
the picture of some fast-food restaurants in Dushanbe 
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and the learners will guess the location of these restau-
rants. That is, the candidate was now able to plan class-
room activities such that learners could connect their 

experiences to language use, attaching personal mean-
ing to them. For Candidate 4, we focus on two chal-
lenges, one similar to Candidate 1 (Table 1).

Table 1
Failing to make it learner-centred

PORTFOLIO FIRST DRAFT MEDIATION

Portfolio 4 This structure was my 
scientific research work

Well, it is a good reason, but you 
need to think why it is relevant for 
your students? Why do they need to 
know this tense?

Portfolio 5 Was the topic of the 
programme for 
intermediate level?

Think about the reasons why you 
chose the Present Perfect Simple tense 
in the previous portfolio (in addition 
to it being a part of the course).

RECIPROCITY

Reason for choosing these tenses is 
being relevant to the course book and 
programme of the course.

Reason for choosing these grammar 
structures is being relevant to the 
coursebook and program of the course.

As illustrated, in Portfolio 4, Candidate 4 indicated 
that their reason for selecting the grammatical structure 
(present perfect tense) as the grammar focus of the les-
son was that it is a part of their research work. 
However, the concept of learner engagement was a 
part of learner-centeredness discussed in the training by 
that time. Hence, the tutor invited the candidate to 
think about their rationale with reference to their learn-
ers, creating an opportunity for the candidate to con-
nect their everyday experience to the methodological 
and conceptual points covered in the training (Media-
tional Move 4). However, the candidate, instead, based 
their rationale on the coursebook and course pro-
gramme (Reciprocity Move 5), which led the tutor to 
understand that the candidate still required consider-
able guidance from the tutor. That is, there is no effort 
to apply the academic concepts in the course to their 
lesson plan, showing that this candidate did not even 
try to think in terms of the theoretical concepts. Thus, in 
Portfolio 5, the mediation was more explicit, the tutor 
inviting the candidate to stretch their rationale beyond 
the coursebook (Mediational Move 6). Nevertheless, 
the candidate copied their modification from the previ-
ous portfolio (Reciprocity Move 5). That is, the candi-
date attended to the first part of the mediation from the 
tutor but completely ignored the tutor’s invitation to 
think beyond the coursebook. This again showed the 
tutor that the candidate did not apply the concepts to 
plan their lesson in the portfolio.

By Portfolio 6, however, Candidate 4 was more 
self-regulated with regard to this issue, marking the fol-
lowing as their rationale for selecting the focus Some 
learners will find it difficult to use modals in deduction 
for judging people by appearance. Furthermore, in the 
post-listening part of the listening activity in the same 
lesson plan, the candidate focused on the learners’ ex-
periences with regard to the listening topic, building it 
around group work and adding the two questions to 
guide the group discussion: How important is appear-
ance in your country? Do people in your country judge 
by appearance? This candidate, thus, both linked the 
grammatical topic with the listening and built the post-
listening activity on practising the structure in a context 
relevant to their students (the concept of personalisation 
but focusing on the everyday concept of it in the class-
room. We will suggest how this development occurred 
in Section 4.2.

Candidate 4 also tended to present a large volume 
of material in their lesson plans, focusing on covering 
the syllabus material, thus creating unnecessary cogni-
tive load for their learners rather than beneficial condi-
tions for learning. This also becomes apparent in Portfo-
lio 4, where the grammatical topic was marked as 
Present Perfect tense, but this candidate also referred to 
other perfect tenses. Candidate 4 was guided in the fol-
lowing way in the framework of Mediational Move 8: I 
got an impression that you are mainly focusing on the 
Present Perfect Simple, however, you have some exam-
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to do without understanding why ‒ but were the result 
of the development of their conceptual understanding. 
Hence while we present the findings in separate sec-
tions, these should be considered together.

 
4. STUDY AND RESULTS
4.1. Portfolio assessment to diagnose ZPD
Here we will discuss the developmental trajectories 

of the two candidates emerging in the portfolio assess-
ment, tracing changes in the mediation given in each 
portfolio and the ways that the two candidates respond-
ed to it.

What made the tutor’s assistance mediation, we ar-
gue, was that it was informed by (a) the candidates’ 
reciprocity, that is, the changes they made in response 
to the mediation on the previous portfolios. When the 
two candidates’ unassisted performance was consid-
ered (the first draft of each portfolio), it was very 
similar. Both candidates, from the outset, tended to 
overestimate the learners’ cognitive load, not give their 
learners much agency, and not connect to learners’ his-
tories and experiences. The two candidates’ mediated 
performance, however, was rather different.

We note that while the rest of the participants did 
not manage to submit all the assignments on time (and 
hence we did not include them in the portfolio assign-
ment data set), the challenges that C1 and C4 faced 
were similar for the rest of the group, as will also 
emerge in Zoom interactions which we will elaborate 
on later. In addition, as Candidate 1 and Candidate 4 
did, as we will illustrate next, the rest of the participants 
continued to struggle with the concept of learner-cen-
teredness applied to their practice, as their unassisted 
performance on the portfolio assessment (their lesson 
plans) showed, but by and large, exhibited growing 
self-regulation as far as their changes in response to the 
tutor’s mediation are concerned. As we will demon-
strate with the performance of the two focal candidates, 
this general upward trend does not imply that the tutor 
simply always used a growingly implicit mediation in 
the subsequent portfolios and neither that the candi-
dates always corrected their portfolios in a satisfactory 
manner in response to the tutor’s mediation. To repeat, 
the goal of the portfolio assessment was to diagnose the 
candidates’ ZPD based on the principle of reciprocity. 
We next illustrate this with the common challenges that 
the two candidates had.

The most common problem for Candidate 1 was 
that they did not connect to learners’ experiences, in-
cluding example sentences they provided in their les-

son plans. They, thus, elicited mechanistic application 
of the covered structure. This candidate also tended to 
provide complex metalinguistic explanations with ex-
tensive use of terminology. To illustrate, in Portfolio 4, 
Candidate 1 provided the following sentences to exem-
plify the use of present perfect simple tense: I’ve known 
Karen since 1994; She’s lived in London for three years.

Based on the tutor’s history with the two candi-
dates, Candidate 1 received the following comment: I 
wonder if basing on the learners’ experiences or your 
joint one with them can help them understand the use 
of the tense better (Mediational Move 7; Appendix 2). 
This candidate was also invited to think in terms of their 
learners’ cognitive load and asked to simplify their ex-
planations. Candidate 1 incorporated this mediation 
(Reciprocity Move 2; Appendix 3), making their exam-
ple sentences personalised, e.g., I’ve taught you since 
2019.

However, in the following Portfolio 5, Candidate 1, 
introducing the present continuous tense, returned to 
their old practice, e.g., What are you writing? – A letter 
to Jane. This time, the tutor’s mediation is more 
implicit: Look back on Portfolio 4 and think how these 
examples can be made more memorable for your learn-
ers (Mediational Move 6). This time, the tutor opted for 
more implicit mediation as this candidate had success-
fully developed their lesson plan in the previous portfo-
lio. This candidate, again, replaced the sentences, e.g., 
I am teaching the present continuous right now, which 
implies their growing responsibility for performance.

In Portfolio 6, Candidate 1 expected their learners 
to practice requests and offers using a predefined script. 
This was not personalised ‒ did not involve techniques 
relating the materials to the learners’ experiences ‒ or 
engaging; in other words, it was not learner-centred. 
That is, Candidate 1 continued to focus on morphosyn-
tactic features of a language mechanistically. The tu-
tor’s guidance on the framework of Mediational Move 5 
was, Do you think ss might benefit more if they are al-
lowed to change the context and use the target lan-
guage in a more personalised dialogue? As the candi-
date developed their Portfolio 5 following the tutor’s 
mediation, this mediation was less explicit than previ-
ously. As a result, the candidate again changed their 
script, changing, for example, food and money into lo-
cal money and food once the learners have practised 
the initial role plays.

In Portfolio 7, Candidate 1 built an activity around 
local fast-food restaurants, its lead-in being I will put 
the picture of some fast-food restaurants in Dushanbe 
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and the learners will guess the location of these restau-
rants. That is, the candidate was now able to plan class-
room activities such that learners could connect their 

experiences to language use, attaching personal mean-
ing to them. For Candidate 4, we focus on two chal-
lenges, one similar to Candidate 1 (Table 1).

Table 1
Failing to make it learner-centred

PORTFOLIO FIRST DRAFT MEDIATION

Portfolio 4 This structure was my 
scientific research work

Well, it is a good reason, but you 
need to think why it is relevant for 
your students? Why do they need to 
know this tense?

Portfolio 5 Was the topic of the 
programme for 
intermediate level?

Think about the reasons why you 
chose the Present Perfect Simple tense 
in the previous portfolio (in addition 
to it being a part of the course).

RECIPROCITY

Reason for choosing these tenses is 
being relevant to the course book and 
programme of the course.

Reason for choosing these grammar 
structures is being relevant to the 
coursebook and program of the course.

As illustrated, in Portfolio 4, Candidate 4 indicated 
that their reason for selecting the grammatical structure 
(present perfect tense) as the grammar focus of the les-
son was that it is a part of their research work. 
However, the concept of learner engagement was a 
part of learner-centeredness discussed in the training by 
that time. Hence, the tutor invited the candidate to 
think about their rationale with reference to their learn-
ers, creating an opportunity for the candidate to con-
nect their everyday experience to the methodological 
and conceptual points covered in the training (Media-
tional Move 4). However, the candidate, instead, based 
their rationale on the coursebook and course pro-
gramme (Reciprocity Move 5), which led the tutor to 
understand that the candidate still required consider-
able guidance from the tutor. That is, there is no effort 
to apply the academic concepts in the course to their 
lesson plan, showing that this candidate did not even 
try to think in terms of the theoretical concepts. Thus, in 
Portfolio 5, the mediation was more explicit, the tutor 
inviting the candidate to stretch their rationale beyond 
the coursebook (Mediational Move 6). Nevertheless, 
the candidate copied their modification from the previ-
ous portfolio (Reciprocity Move 5). That is, the candi-
date attended to the first part of the mediation from the 
tutor but completely ignored the tutor’s invitation to 
think beyond the coursebook. This again showed the 
tutor that the candidate did not apply the concepts to 
plan their lesson in the portfolio.

By Portfolio 6, however, Candidate 4 was more 
self-regulated with regard to this issue, marking the fol-
lowing as their rationale for selecting the focus Some 
learners will find it difficult to use modals in deduction 
for judging people by appearance. Furthermore, in the 
post-listening part of the listening activity in the same 
lesson plan, the candidate focused on the learners’ ex-
periences with regard to the listening topic, building it 
around group work and adding the two questions to 
guide the group discussion: How important is appear-
ance in your country? Do people in your country judge 
by appearance? This candidate, thus, both linked the 
grammatical topic with the listening and built the post-
listening activity on practising the structure in a context 
relevant to their students (the concept of personalisation 
but focusing on the everyday concept of it in the class-
room. We will suggest how this development occurred 
in Section 4.2.

Candidate 4 also tended to present a large volume 
of material in their lesson plans, focusing on covering 
the syllabus material, thus creating unnecessary cogni-
tive load for their learners rather than beneficial condi-
tions for learning. This also becomes apparent in Portfo-
lio 4, where the grammatical topic was marked as 
Present Perfect tense, but this candidate also referred to 
other perfect tenses. Candidate 4 was guided in the fol-
lowing way in the framework of Mediational Move 8: I 
got an impression that you are mainly focusing on the 
Present Perfect Simple, however, you have some exam-
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ples of the Present Perfect Continuous… which tense 
are you focusing on? The candidate responded by limit-
ing the grammar to Present Perfect Simple tense. In 
Portfolio 5, Candidate 4 decided to cover modal verbs 
and the first conditional, both novel structures to their 
learners, to teach them speculation about the future. 
They, further, did not elicit the meaning part of the 
meaning-form-pronunciation concept, focusing on the 

formation of the structure only. Mediation to Candidate 
4 read: This can be made more student-centred. Think 
how you achieved this in your previous portfolio (Medi-
ational Move 6). The candidate’s reciprocity was differ-
ent this time, as they did not focus their portfolio on 
one grammar point, instead structuring this part differ-
ently. Table 2, the original extract from the portfolio as 

it was written by the Candidate, illustrates the change.

Table 2
Sample of Candidate 4’s actual and mediated performance in Portfolio 5

PERFORMANCE BEFORE MEDIATION RESPONSIVENESS TO MEDIATION

1.We use modal verbs for speculating the future with the 
base form of the verb.
May, might, could + verb
Ex: Students might understand the new topic.
The teacher might not introduce the new student.
 
Note: In negative sentences we use may not /might not. 
We do not use could not.

...
3. We use first Conditional to predict the result of a future 
action.
Ex: If students study well, they will take the exam.
Note: the modal verbs may, might, can can be used instead 
of will or will not.
...

a. Modal verbs may/might/could/may
Ex: She might leave school next year.
1.  Are there modal verbs in the sentence?
Yes.
What are they?
may/might/could
2. Are the modal verbs before or after the main verb?
before the main verb
...
3. Do they show prediction? Yes they do
speculate or predict the future:
to talk about the possibility of something happening in the future 
by a base form.  May/might/could + leave
(about her leaving school)

b.  First conditional
Ex: If the hotel has WI- FI, I will check my emails.
1.How many clauses are there in the sentence?
Two clauses;
If- clause
Will- clause
...

When interpreting Candidate 4’s reciprocity, it 
should be considered that there were two areas for de-
velopment that the mediation targeted: (a) focusing on 
one grammar point and (b) making the covered material 
easier to process for learners. As a response, this candi-
date wrote more about the use of modal verbs and con-
ditionals for predicting and speculating about the 
future. Therefore, this candidate partially incorporated 
the mediation, addressing the second point (Reciprocity 
Move 3). Certainly, the candidate did not connect to 
their learners’ experiences, failing thus to make the use 
of structure meaningful to learners. By Portfolio 6, Can-
didate 4 could focus the lesson, linking it also to the 
previous Portfolio 5. Namely, they included the forma-
tion of the structure, the meaning modals convey in de-

ducing, e.g., When we are sure something is true: must. 
The candidate followed this up by asking learners to 
speculate based on the information presented in a 
recording about an individual, using such prompts as 
What is his job? This culminated in a discussion with 
the learners about the importance of appearance and 
judgements made based on it in the learners’ home 
country. This candidate, therefore, demonstrated grow-
ing self-regulation, adapting and reconstructing under-
standings that emerged previously in a novel context. In 
Candidate’s 4 final Portfolio 7, there were no issues 
marked by the tutor. This candidate thought about their 
learners throughout the lesson plan, starting from the 
lead-in: Do you argue with your brothers and sisters? 
What is the usual reason for arguing?

 4.2. Tutor-candidate Zoom interactions
In this section, we will report on how the assess-

ment was informed by the preceding interaction and 
elaborate on how the tutor used the information that 
emerged in the portfolio assessment activity in Zoom 
interactions with the candidates. We will illustrate these 
using several excerpts from these interactions. Due to 
the lack of space, we will focus on two episodes where 
Candidate 4 participated, one prior to the mediated 
portfolio assessment activities (i.e., before Portfolio 4) 
and one, in the Zoom meeting happening between 
Portfolios 5 and 6. We note, however, that Candidate 1, 
and other non-focal candidates participated in these in-
teractions.

Before the portfolio assessment activities, the can-
didates could not connect the academic concepts intro-
duced in the course to their classroom practice or, in-
deed, revealed that the approaches and strategies dis-
cussed in the training were not possible to use in their 
classrooms. To illustrate, Candidate 4, when discussing 
learner engagement and individual approach, reported 
the following (Excerpt 1). This interaction occurred right 
before the Portfolio 4 assignment was due.

Excerpt 1
C4: We have to find an individual approach to the 

students [...] So, what is the best way for them to learn 
English? [...] If they choose the profession and they 
think that English is not needed there so they even don’t 
try [...] at the time they’re very sure that there is no 
need for English, so they don’t study. So, in reality it is 
impossible […].

T: OK, [...] indeed a more individual approach, 
finding out what is kind of interesting for them [...] even 
if they don’t really need English, I feel like you can en-
gage them in the activity.

Candidate 4, while using the academic concept of 
the individual approach and its connection to learner 
engagement, sees a discrepancy between these and 
their teaching experience, stating that applying it in the 
classroom would be impossible. That is, this candidate 
is knowledgeable of the pedagogical concept of person-
alisation covered in the course as a part of learner-cen-
teredness, defining it in this interaction as individual ap-
proach (that is, a set of assumptions about teaching and 
learning). However, this candidate reveals there was a 
tension between these assumptions and the reality of 
the classroom. The tutor, as a reaction to this, (a) builds 
on the candidate’s formulation, individual approach, (b) 
moves the focus to the operationalisation of assump-
tions in the classroom, proposing how this and other 

candidates can make sure that they personalise the ac-
tivity by first asking their learners what is interesting for 
them, and (c) emphasises that the tension Candidate 4 
has brought is not unresolvable. The tutor, furthermore, 
connects personalisation with engagement within the 
specific teaching-learning situation under discussion.

Later in the same session, when an example lesson 
where the teacher enabled learner engagement in a 
reading comprehension task through questions was dis-
cussed, the tutor decided to guide the candidates’ un-
derstanding of how they can engage learners (Excerpt 
2).

Excerpt 2
T: Why is it important for us to ask questions? How 

can it affect students’ motivation and engagement? [...]
C4: [...] so they help teachers understand the un-

derstanding of students.
T: Sure, definitely what else?
C4: [...] So like their understanding of the, I mean, 

grammar [...]To understand [...] whether they were in-
volved in reading. So did they read the whole text and 
did they discuss the [...]

T: So, well, [...] actually this [...] would be lead-in in 
the second activity.

C4: So, I didn’t pay attention to that, so she’s [...] 
involved them to reading, so to understand whether 
they like fast food. So do they like the reading [...]

T: Yeah, what was the topic? [...] So a lead-in is 
supposed to set the mood to get learners’ thinking 
about the topic. So here the teacher elicited a lot of an-
swers about fast food, whether they like it why it’s bad, 
whether they know it.

C4: Let’s see questions asked in lead-in. So proba-
bly maybe they can find answers in the reading, so 
sometimes they can ask exact questions from the read-
ing.

T: So, to motivate them to read.
C4: So, they’re prepared, right?
T: Yeah, right, so exactly why to find out the an-

swer if you don’t know, that’s great, right? [...] So if you 
see a person who is a bit shy, who’s always like I'd 
rather be silent so you can ask them some questions to 
help them build up confidence [...].

C4: To ask, to make open questions. Nominating.
CC: Nominating, engaging quieter learners.
The tutor first asks why asking questions is impor-

tant, linking it to learner motivation (Turn 1). The func-
tion of these questions is not simply to inquire from the 
candidates but to guide them using the academic con-
cept of learner engagement. We note that as mediation 
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ples of the Present Perfect Continuous… which tense 
are you focusing on? The candidate responded by limit-
ing the grammar to Present Perfect Simple tense. In 
Portfolio 5, Candidate 4 decided to cover modal verbs 
and the first conditional, both novel structures to their 
learners, to teach them speculation about the future. 
They, further, did not elicit the meaning part of the 
meaning-form-pronunciation concept, focusing on the 

formation of the structure only. Mediation to Candidate 
4 read: This can be made more student-centred. Think 
how you achieved this in your previous portfolio (Medi-
ational Move 6). The candidate’s reciprocity was differ-
ent this time, as they did not focus their portfolio on 
one grammar point, instead structuring this part differ-
ently. Table 2, the original extract from the portfolio as 

it was written by the Candidate, illustrates the change.

Table 2
Sample of Candidate 4’s actual and mediated performance in Portfolio 5

PERFORMANCE BEFORE MEDIATION RESPONSIVENESS TO MEDIATION

1.We use modal verbs for speculating the future with the 
base form of the verb.
May, might, could + verb
Ex: Students might understand the new topic.
The teacher might not introduce the new student.
 
Note: In negative sentences we use may not /might not. 
We do not use could not.

...
3. We use first Conditional to predict the result of a future 
action.
Ex: If students study well, they will take the exam.
Note: the modal verbs may, might, can can be used instead 
of will or will not.
...

a. Modal verbs may/might/could/may
Ex: She might leave school next year.
1.  Are there modal verbs in the sentence?
Yes.
What are they?
may/might/could
2. Are the modal verbs before or after the main verb?
before the main verb
...
3. Do they show prediction? Yes they do
speculate or predict the future:
to talk about the possibility of something happening in the future 
by a base form.  May/might/could + leave
(about her leaving school)

b.  First conditional
Ex: If the hotel has WI- FI, I will check my emails.
1.How many clauses are there in the sentence?
Two clauses;
If- clause
Will- clause
...

When interpreting Candidate 4’s reciprocity, it 
should be considered that there were two areas for de-
velopment that the mediation targeted: (a) focusing on 
one grammar point and (b) making the covered material 
easier to process for learners. As a response, this candi-
date wrote more about the use of modal verbs and con-
ditionals for predicting and speculating about the 
future. Therefore, this candidate partially incorporated 
the mediation, addressing the second point (Reciprocity 
Move 3). Certainly, the candidate did not connect to 
their learners’ experiences, failing thus to make the use 
of structure meaningful to learners. By Portfolio 6, Can-
didate 4 could focus the lesson, linking it also to the 
previous Portfolio 5. Namely, they included the forma-
tion of the structure, the meaning modals convey in de-

ducing, e.g., When we are sure something is true: must. 
The candidate followed this up by asking learners to 
speculate based on the information presented in a 
recording about an individual, using such prompts as 
What is his job? This culminated in a discussion with 
the learners about the importance of appearance and 
judgements made based on it in the learners’ home 
country. This candidate, therefore, demonstrated grow-
ing self-regulation, adapting and reconstructing under-
standings that emerged previously in a novel context. In 
Candidate’s 4 final Portfolio 7, there were no issues 
marked by the tutor. This candidate thought about their 
learners throughout the lesson plan, starting from the 
lead-in: Do you argue with your brothers and sisters? 
What is the usual reason for arguing?

 4.2. Tutor-candidate Zoom interactions
In this section, we will report on how the assess-

ment was informed by the preceding interaction and 
elaborate on how the tutor used the information that 
emerged in the portfolio assessment activity in Zoom 
interactions with the candidates. We will illustrate these 
using several excerpts from these interactions. Due to 
the lack of space, we will focus on two episodes where 
Candidate 4 participated, one prior to the mediated 
portfolio assessment activities (i.e., before Portfolio 4) 
and one, in the Zoom meeting happening between 
Portfolios 5 and 6. We note, however, that Candidate 1, 
and other non-focal candidates participated in these in-
teractions.

Before the portfolio assessment activities, the can-
didates could not connect the academic concepts intro-
duced in the course to their classroom practice or, in-
deed, revealed that the approaches and strategies dis-
cussed in the training were not possible to use in their 
classrooms. To illustrate, Candidate 4, when discussing 
learner engagement and individual approach, reported 
the following (Excerpt 1). This interaction occurred right 
before the Portfolio 4 assignment was due.

Excerpt 1
C4: We have to find an individual approach to the 

students [...] So, what is the best way for them to learn 
English? [...] If they choose the profession and they 
think that English is not needed there so they even don’t 
try [...] at the time they’re very sure that there is no 
need for English, so they don’t study. So, in reality it is 
impossible […].

T: OK, [...] indeed a more individual approach, 
finding out what is kind of interesting for them [...] even 
if they don’t really need English, I feel like you can en-
gage them in the activity.

Candidate 4, while using the academic concept of 
the individual approach and its connection to learner 
engagement, sees a discrepancy between these and 
their teaching experience, stating that applying it in the 
classroom would be impossible. That is, this candidate 
is knowledgeable of the pedagogical concept of person-
alisation covered in the course as a part of learner-cen-
teredness, defining it in this interaction as individual ap-
proach (that is, a set of assumptions about teaching and 
learning). However, this candidate reveals there was a 
tension between these assumptions and the reality of 
the classroom. The tutor, as a reaction to this, (a) builds 
on the candidate’s formulation, individual approach, (b) 
moves the focus to the operationalisation of assump-
tions in the classroom, proposing how this and other 

candidates can make sure that they personalise the ac-
tivity by first asking their learners what is interesting for 
them, and (c) emphasises that the tension Candidate 4 
has brought is not unresolvable. The tutor, furthermore, 
connects personalisation with engagement within the 
specific teaching-learning situation under discussion.

Later in the same session, when an example lesson 
where the teacher enabled learner engagement in a 
reading comprehension task through questions was dis-
cussed, the tutor decided to guide the candidates’ un-
derstanding of how they can engage learners (Excerpt 
2).

Excerpt 2
T: Why is it important for us to ask questions? How 

can it affect students’ motivation and engagement? [...]
C4: [...] so they help teachers understand the un-

derstanding of students.
T: Sure, definitely what else?
C4: [...] So like their understanding of the, I mean, 

grammar [...]To understand [...] whether they were in-
volved in reading. So did they read the whole text and 
did they discuss the [...]

T: So, well, [...] actually this [...] would be lead-in in 
the second activity.

C4: So, I didn’t pay attention to that, so she’s [...] 
involved them to reading, so to understand whether 
they like fast food. So do they like the reading [...]

T: Yeah, what was the topic? [...] So a lead-in is 
supposed to set the mood to get learners’ thinking 
about the topic. So here the teacher elicited a lot of an-
swers about fast food, whether they like it why it’s bad, 
whether they know it.

C4: Let’s see questions asked in lead-in. So proba-
bly maybe they can find answers in the reading, so 
sometimes they can ask exact questions from the read-
ing.

T: So, to motivate them to read.
C4: So, they’re prepared, right?
T: Yeah, right, so exactly why to find out the an-

swer if you don’t know, that’s great, right? [...] So if you 
see a person who is a bit shy, who’s always like I'd 
rather be silent so you can ask them some questions to 
help them build up confidence [...].

C4: To ask, to make open questions. Nominating.
CC: Nominating, engaging quieter learners.
The tutor first asks why asking questions is impor-

tant, linking it to learner motivation (Turn 1). The func-
tion of these questions is not simply to inquire from the 
candidates but to guide them using the academic con-
cept of learner engagement. We note that as mediation 
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this is rather implicit (Mediational Move 4, Appendix 
2), though we emphasise that the tutor, at this point, did 
not mediate the candidates consciously and systemati-
cally. However, the posthoc analysis of the explicitness 
of mediational moves and reciprocity we undertook be-
comes important for the subsequent portfolio assess-
ment. Despite the tutor’s effort, the candidate focuses 
on learners’ comprehension of the text (Turn 2) and 
then on the understanding of grammatical constructions 
(Turn 4). This demonstrates that the candidate does not 
think in terms of learner engagement. As the tutor 
draws the candidate’s attention to the questions being 
asked during a lead-in (while this is somewhat more ex-
plicit, we classified this as another Mediational Move 
4), Candidate 4 finally focuses on learner engagement 
(Turn 6). However, this is not the end of the interaction. 
The tutor wishes the candidates better connect the aca-
demic concept to their teaching experiences (their 
everyday concept of learner engagement). The tutor fo-
cuses, therefore, on the parameters of the task at hand ‒ 
the particular questions asked in the lead-in. At this 
point (Turn 8), Candidate 4 recognises that this can sim-
plify the tasks for some learners. The tutor builds on 
this, connecting this statement, probably coming from 
the candidate’s teaching experience to the academic 
concept in Turn 9. In Turn 10, the candidate, being un-
sure, asks for the tutor’s confirmation. This reciprocity 
move was not a part of the typology we created for the 
portfolio assessment (due to the difference in the task 
parameters). However, based on Poehner’ (2005) typol-
ogy (requesting additional assistance), this indicates that 
the candidate is still reliant on the tutor in connecting 
the academic concept of engagement (and personalisa-
tion) with their everyday experiences. The tutor, there-
fore, reacts more explicitly, giving an explanation (Me-
diational Move 7). This finally leads this and other can-
didates towards merging of the two concepts in their 
verbalisations (Turns 12 and 13).

We note that the degree of explicitness of guidance 
in this episode required for successful resolution of the 
challenge is illustrative of the effort that the tutor made 
at this point of the course with other candidates. The 
Zoom interactions before the portfolio assessment led 
the tutor to opt for the particular mediational moves in 
Portfolio 4 for Candidates 1 and 4. Specifically, for 
Candidate 4, the tutor started with Mediational Move 4, 
as this was the most common move to help this candi-
date to start thinking about their classroom practices 
through the lens of academic and pedagogical 
concepts.

The following interaction occurred between Portfo-
lios 5 and 6. The candidates, together with the tutor, fo-
cused on a post-listening task of a listening activity (Ex-
cerpt 3). As in Zoom meetings, the tutor interacted with 
the learners as a group, there were other candidates in 
the interaction besides Candidate 4. However, this in-
teraction, we argue, is important for understanding 
Candidate’s 4 performance on Portfolio 6 and perfor-
mance following it.

Excerpt 3
T: Have a look, what is the point? What is the pur-

pose of this task?
C5: The post-listening.
T: No, no, it’s post-listening. Yeah, post-listening. 

What is the aim? Why do we need it? 
[Candidate 4 suggests via the chat that it is to un-

derstand the listening better.]
T: […] look at this. These are the things that stu-

dents have to talk about. Well, this one is not about un-
derstanding the listening.

C2: This is this is speaking parts.
T: Part speaking part, and this is connected to the 

listening?
CC: Yes.
C5: Of course, work. Yes, they [discuss] everything 

that they had previously.
T: Yeah, so it's an opportunity to personalise this 

thing, right? So, they talk, they discuss and practice. 
Yeah, develop their fluency. You see they have to dis-
cuss these questions like have you ever not something 
dramatically different to your appearance? Would you 
do a parachute jump or a bungee jump? [...] So for 
learners to discuss something right to reflect, so that’s it. 

C2: Means that we should also include the Speak-
ing part, yes?

T: OK
C2: After all these things with […] OK.
We enter the exchange as the tutor inquires from 

the candidates what the purpose of the task was. Candi-
date 5 responds to the tutor’s query, recognising that it 
was post-listening. As the tutor’s intentionality was to 
elicit not what the task is by why it is used, that is its 
function, she starts by telling Candidate 5 that they are 
incorrect but quickly modifies her own formulation, as 
knowing what kind of activity is being analysed is im-
portant for determining its function. She follows up the 
partial acceptance of Candidate’s 5 response by refor-
mulating her questions, focusing now on the aim of the 
task (Turn 2). At this moment, Candidate 4 enters the 
exchange, albeit via chat. This candidate’s response is 

notable, as just like in the portfolio assessment, this 
candidate does not think in terms of learner-centered-
ness despite the tutor’s effort so far, unable to think of 
the task through the lens of this concept just as they 
were unable to apply their concept to planning their 
lesson in Portfolio 5 even after the tutor’s rather explicit 
mediation. Building on the information the tutor re-
ceived about Candidate 4 (but also other candidates 
who submitted their Portfolio 5 assignments by that 
time), the tutor opts for suggesting a solution (Media-
tional Move 5), drawing the candidate’s attention first 
to the fact that this task is no longer about listening 
proper. This is somewhat more implicit than the media-
tion given to Candidate 4 (and, generally, other candi-
dates who have submitted their Portfolio 5 assignment). 
However, the tutor accounts for (a) the potential devel-
opment that may have happened and (b) that there are 
other learners in the interaction, above all Candidate 5 
as the main interactant, so creating their ZPD, that is, 
their development together with them, should be the fo-
cus.

A different candidate, Candidate 2, takes the lead 
at this point, indicating that they recognised the change 
of focus on speaking, which was implied by the tutor 
(Turn 6). The tutor accepts the response, immediately 
building on it, instructing the candidates that it should 
be connected to the listening activity, albeit in the form 
of a question (Mediational Move 5). The candidates 
confirm that they recognise this connection, and Candi-
date 5 strongly shows understanding, adding that this is 
the opportunity for the learners to discuss the themes 
that emerged in the listening activity with reference to 
the questions in the post-listening task (incorporating 
thus the tutor’s mediation, Reciprocity Move 2). The tu-
tor confirms, finally explicitly linking the task with the 
concept of personalisation. The tutor, namely, connects 
the task to how it should be orchestrated by the teach-
ers, creating an opportunity for learners to reflect on the 
questions with reference to their experiences. The ex-
change ends when Candidate 2 checks the confirma-
tion and accepts the tutor’s explanation. While Candi-
date’s 4 contribution to the exchange was minimal, it 
nevertheless helped the tutor to guide the candidates’ 
understanding of the function of the post-listening, link-
ing the academic concept of personalisation with how 
it can be operationalised in the activity. This, we argue, 
shaped the way that Candidate 4 approached the as-
signment in Portfolio 6, finally using the academic con-
cepts of personalisation and learner engagement in 
planning a lesson without the tutor’s guidance.

 4.3. Final assignments
The candidates’ development manifests particularly 

clearly in the final assignment – a plan of and reflection 
on a teaching practice. Candidate 1 wrote the following 
in their lesson plan, for example:

The topic relates to students’ own lives. Students 
will talk about their own towns and things they can do 
in the town. It should be interesting for them, because 
students are eager to talk about something that con-
cerns them [...] Post-listening activity will help to per-
sonalise the vocabulary in a meaningful way.

In their reflection, this candidate wrote:
[...] they [the learners] were very active during the 

lesson [...] the students were engaged.
Candidate 1, therefore, recognised how they could 

make their lesson more learner-centred and reported on 
this using the academic concept of engagement. This 
candidate was also able to explain the operational deci-
sion ‒ design of the personalised post-listening activity 
with reference to making it meaningful to the candi-
dates. They, hence, designed the activity informed by 
the conceptual understanding, which was nurtured 
both in the portfolio assessment and Zoom interactions.

Candidate 4, too, seemed to be able to apply the 
understanding and knowledge that emerged in the 
course in their classroom practice. Namely, in their les-
son plan, they strongly focused on making the lesson 
learner-centred, for example: ‘Students talk about a 
house which became a museum in their country [the 
teacher’s role being] monitoring and giving feedback.’

Candidate 4 also reflected on how they minimised 
cognitive load and succeeded in making the lesson 
learner-centred. Among the strengths of the lesson, the 
candidate indicated ‘giving students an opportunity to 
be free and express their thoughts as there wasn’t any 
grammar controlling.’ Still, they noted that they could 
have used shorter explanations (cognitive load) and 
made the lesson even more learner-centred, though 
they did not elaborate how.

‘When the two candidates’ performance on 
the initial versions of portfolios was 
considered, it was rather similar in that they 
tended to be teacher-centred. However, their 
mediated performance showed a vastly 
different picture. To be sure, the candidates’ 
modifications of their portfolios in response 
to mediation were expected’
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this is rather implicit (Mediational Move 4, Appendix 
2), though we emphasise that the tutor, at this point, did 
not mediate the candidates consciously and systemati-
cally. However, the posthoc analysis of the explicitness 
of mediational moves and reciprocity we undertook be-
comes important for the subsequent portfolio assess-
ment. Despite the tutor’s effort, the candidate focuses 
on learners’ comprehension of the text (Turn 2) and 
then on the understanding of grammatical constructions 
(Turn 4). This demonstrates that the candidate does not 
think in terms of learner engagement. As the tutor 
draws the candidate’s attention to the questions being 
asked during a lead-in (while this is somewhat more ex-
plicit, we classified this as another Mediational Move 
4), Candidate 4 finally focuses on learner engagement 
(Turn 6). However, this is not the end of the interaction. 
The tutor wishes the candidates better connect the aca-
demic concept to their teaching experiences (their 
everyday concept of learner engagement). The tutor fo-
cuses, therefore, on the parameters of the task at hand ‒ 
the particular questions asked in the lead-in. At this 
point (Turn 8), Candidate 4 recognises that this can sim-
plify the tasks for some learners. The tutor builds on 
this, connecting this statement, probably coming from 
the candidate’s teaching experience to the academic 
concept in Turn 9. In Turn 10, the candidate, being un-
sure, asks for the tutor’s confirmation. This reciprocity 
move was not a part of the typology we created for the 
portfolio assessment (due to the difference in the task 
parameters). However, based on Poehner’ (2005) typol-
ogy (requesting additional assistance), this indicates that 
the candidate is still reliant on the tutor in connecting 
the academic concept of engagement (and personalisa-
tion) with their everyday experiences. The tutor, there-
fore, reacts more explicitly, giving an explanation (Me-
diational Move 7). This finally leads this and other can-
didates towards merging of the two concepts in their 
verbalisations (Turns 12 and 13).

We note that the degree of explicitness of guidance 
in this episode required for successful resolution of the 
challenge is illustrative of the effort that the tutor made 
at this point of the course with other candidates. The 
Zoom interactions before the portfolio assessment led 
the tutor to opt for the particular mediational moves in 
Portfolio 4 for Candidates 1 and 4. Specifically, for 
Candidate 4, the tutor started with Mediational Move 4, 
as this was the most common move to help this candi-
date to start thinking about their classroom practices 
through the lens of academic and pedagogical 
concepts.

The following interaction occurred between Portfo-
lios 5 and 6. The candidates, together with the tutor, fo-
cused on a post-listening task of a listening activity (Ex-
cerpt 3). As in Zoom meetings, the tutor interacted with 
the learners as a group, there were other candidates in 
the interaction besides Candidate 4. However, this in-
teraction, we argue, is important for understanding 
Candidate’s 4 performance on Portfolio 6 and perfor-
mance following it.

Excerpt 3
T: Have a look, what is the point? What is the pur-

pose of this task?
C5: The post-listening.
T: No, no, it’s post-listening. Yeah, post-listening. 

What is the aim? Why do we need it? 
[Candidate 4 suggests via the chat that it is to un-

derstand the listening better.]
T: […] look at this. These are the things that stu-

dents have to talk about. Well, this one is not about un-
derstanding the listening.

C2: This is this is speaking parts.
T: Part speaking part, and this is connected to the 

listening?
CC: Yes.
C5: Of course, work. Yes, they [discuss] everything 

that they had previously.
T: Yeah, so it's an opportunity to personalise this 

thing, right? So, they talk, they discuss and practice. 
Yeah, develop their fluency. You see they have to dis-
cuss these questions like have you ever not something 
dramatically different to your appearance? Would you 
do a parachute jump or a bungee jump? [...] So for 
learners to discuss something right to reflect, so that’s it. 

C2: Means that we should also include the Speak-
ing part, yes?

T: OK
C2: After all these things with […] OK.
We enter the exchange as the tutor inquires from 

the candidates what the purpose of the task was. Candi-
date 5 responds to the tutor’s query, recognising that it 
was post-listening. As the tutor’s intentionality was to 
elicit not what the task is by why it is used, that is its 
function, she starts by telling Candidate 5 that they are 
incorrect but quickly modifies her own formulation, as 
knowing what kind of activity is being analysed is im-
portant for determining its function. She follows up the 
partial acceptance of Candidate’s 5 response by refor-
mulating her questions, focusing now on the aim of the 
task (Turn 2). At this moment, Candidate 4 enters the 
exchange, albeit via chat. This candidate’s response is 

notable, as just like in the portfolio assessment, this 
candidate does not think in terms of learner-centered-
ness despite the tutor’s effort so far, unable to think of 
the task through the lens of this concept just as they 
were unable to apply their concept to planning their 
lesson in Portfolio 5 even after the tutor’s rather explicit 
mediation. Building on the information the tutor re-
ceived about Candidate 4 (but also other candidates 
who submitted their Portfolio 5 assignments by that 
time), the tutor opts for suggesting a solution (Media-
tional Move 5), drawing the candidate’s attention first 
to the fact that this task is no longer about listening 
proper. This is somewhat more implicit than the media-
tion given to Candidate 4 (and, generally, other candi-
dates who have submitted their Portfolio 5 assignment). 
However, the tutor accounts for (a) the potential devel-
opment that may have happened and (b) that there are 
other learners in the interaction, above all Candidate 5 
as the main interactant, so creating their ZPD, that is, 
their development together with them, should be the fo-
cus.

A different candidate, Candidate 2, takes the lead 
at this point, indicating that they recognised the change 
of focus on speaking, which was implied by the tutor 
(Turn 6). The tutor accepts the response, immediately 
building on it, instructing the candidates that it should 
be connected to the listening activity, albeit in the form 
of a question (Mediational Move 5). The candidates 
confirm that they recognise this connection, and Candi-
date 5 strongly shows understanding, adding that this is 
the opportunity for the learners to discuss the themes 
that emerged in the listening activity with reference to 
the questions in the post-listening task (incorporating 
thus the tutor’s mediation, Reciprocity Move 2). The tu-
tor confirms, finally explicitly linking the task with the 
concept of personalisation. The tutor, namely, connects 
the task to how it should be orchestrated by the teach-
ers, creating an opportunity for learners to reflect on the 
questions with reference to their experiences. The ex-
change ends when Candidate 2 checks the confirma-
tion and accepts the tutor’s explanation. While Candi-
date’s 4 contribution to the exchange was minimal, it 
nevertheless helped the tutor to guide the candidates’ 
understanding of the function of the post-listening, link-
ing the academic concept of personalisation with how 
it can be operationalised in the activity. This, we argue, 
shaped the way that Candidate 4 approached the as-
signment in Portfolio 6, finally using the academic con-
cepts of personalisation and learner engagement in 
planning a lesson without the tutor’s guidance.

 4.3. Final assignments
The candidates’ development manifests particularly 

clearly in the final assignment – a plan of and reflection 
on a teaching practice. Candidate 1 wrote the following 
in their lesson plan, for example:

The topic relates to students’ own lives. Students 
will talk about their own towns and things they can do 
in the town. It should be interesting for them, because 
students are eager to talk about something that con-
cerns them [...] Post-listening activity will help to per-
sonalise the vocabulary in a meaningful way.

In their reflection, this candidate wrote:
[...] they [the learners] were very active during the 

lesson [...] the students were engaged.
Candidate 1, therefore, recognised how they could 

make their lesson more learner-centred and reported on 
this using the academic concept of engagement. This 
candidate was also able to explain the operational deci-
sion ‒ design of the personalised post-listening activity 
with reference to making it meaningful to the candi-
dates. They, hence, designed the activity informed by 
the conceptual understanding, which was nurtured 
both in the portfolio assessment and Zoom interactions.

Candidate 4, too, seemed to be able to apply the 
understanding and knowledge that emerged in the 
course in their classroom practice. Namely, in their les-
son plan, they strongly focused on making the lesson 
learner-centred, for example: ‘Students talk about a 
house which became a museum in their country [the 
teacher’s role being] monitoring and giving feedback.’

Candidate 4 also reflected on how they minimised 
cognitive load and succeeded in making the lesson 
learner-centred. Among the strengths of the lesson, the 
candidate indicated ‘giving students an opportunity to 
be free and express their thoughts as there wasn’t any 
grammar controlling.’ Still, they noted that they could 
have used shorter explanations (cognitive load) and 
made the lesson even more learner-centred, though 
they did not elaborate how.

‘When the two candidates’ performance on 
the initial versions of portfolios was 
considered, it was rather similar in that they 
tended to be teacher-centred. However, their 
mediated performance showed a vastly 
different picture. To be sure, the candidates’ 
modifications of their portfolios in response 
to mediation were expected’
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There is, therefore, evidence for at least a degree of 
internalisation of the concept leading to changes in the 
candidates’ practice. However, the two candidates’ de-
velopmental paths in the internalisation of the concept 
of learner-centeredness were different.

 
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we reported on an exploration of (a) 

L2 in-service teachers’ conceptual and methodological 
knowledge development emerging in the portfolio as-
sessment and (b) how information obtained in this as-
sessment can be used to promote the development of 
true concepts and L2 English teaching practice. We 
next discuss the results with reference to the two re-
search questions.

When the two candidates’ performance on the ini-
tial versions of portfolios was considered, it was rather 
similar in that they tended to be teacher-centred. How-
ever, their mediated performance showed a vastly dif-
ferent picture. To be sure, the candidates’ modifications 
of their portfolios in response to mediation were ex-
pected. However, our interest was not in the modifica-
tions proper but in (a) specific areas of struggle the can-
didates had, (b) how much responsibility for their per-
formance the candidates assumed as well as how they 
solved the challenges the tutor identified, and (c) how 
reliance on the tutor changed across the portfolios, 
Zoom interactions, and the final assignment.

We repeat that while the unassisted performance of 
the two focal candidates was largely similar across the 
portfolios, their mediated performance was somewhat 
different. The portfolio assessment also revealed that by 
Portfolio 7, both candidates demonstrated more respon-
sibility for their performance, recognising the value of 
giving agency to their learners, making the covered ma-
terial relevant to them. Still, Candidate 4 considered the 
tutor’s asking for clarifications as an indication that 
there were points to correct in their portfolio. That is, 
they were still more dependent on the mediator than 
Candidate 1. The candidates’ growing self-regulation 
(less reliance on the tutor’s mediation), that is in using 
academic concepts covered in the course to mediate 
their practice is particularly evident in the final course 
assignment, where both candidates demonstrated that 
learner-centeredness strongly informed their lesson 
planning, as well as its implementation and their reflec-
tion on it.

We would like to highlight at this point that, as Vy-
gotsky (1978) argued, ZPD is not a static ‘zone’ but 
emerges in dialectics between the individual and the 

social. In this study, it, too, was the mediation-reci-
procity cycle that led the candidates’ development. 
Similarly to Shrestha (2020), we opted for flexible medi-
ation, nurturing different developmental trajectories. 
The mediation in the portfolio assessment did not just 
disclose the candidates’ different ZPDs—it created 
them. However, and more importantly, the portfolio as-
sessment helped the tutor to mediate the candidates’ 
during Zoom interactions.

To be sure, as outlined, both asynchronous media-
tion (see Reis, 2011) and the development of academic 
concepts (as outlined in Section 2.1) have been the foci 
of praxis with pre- and in-service teachers. Similarly, 
DA has, too, been implemented in teacher training 
(Golombek, 2011; García, 2019). Our research extends 
from these and other research on teacher development 
(Amory, 2020; Johnson & Golombek, 2016; Johnson et. 
al., 2020), exploring, similarly to García (2019), but us-
ing a different arrangement, how the principles of DA 
can inform assessment and instruction teacher training, 
focusing on this assessment not as a separate activity, 
but as a part of this training.

We concur that the understanding of the ZPD in in-
teractionist DA is still more of a tool for uncovering the 
proximal development of an individual (albeit in col-
laboration with an expert other). However, a broader 
understanding of ZPD as an activity where develop-
ment is mediated by means emerging on the interper-
sonal plane (see Holzman, 2018) is a more useful ZPD 
interpretation.

This understanding was adopted in this study. In 
fact, we are of the opinion that this broader interpreta-
tion of ZPD favours designs stretching beyond individ-
ual ZPD activities, such as Zoom interactions or assess-
ment informed by the DA framework, towards how 
these activities create development together (see also 
Leontjev & deBoer, 2022; Poehner & Leontjev, 2022). 
That is, the course was designed so that the portfolio as-
signments, focusing on assessment and using largely 
everyday concepts in mediation, complemented the 
Zoom interaction focusing on the development and 
academic concepts collectively guided the candidate’s 
formation of a true concept of learner-centred teaching. 
Thus, the portfolio assessments with the focus on as-
sessing the candidates’ unmediated and mediated per-
formance with regard to applying the academic and 
pedagogical concepts in lesson planning and the Zoom 
interactions, with the focus on helping the candidates 
merge academic and pedagogical concepts and their 
everyday concepts, were considered together.

To elaborate, just as portfolio assessment informed 
the Zoom interactions, Zoom interactions informed the 
mediation in the portfolio assignments, which, in turn, 
provided information for the tutor, which informed the 
subsequent classroom interaction. We demonstrated 
this with reference to the interactional episode to which 
Candidate 4 contributed. It allowed us to trace the de-
velopment of the two focal candidates’ understanding 
of learner-centeredness as a concept which included 
giving learners’ agency and learner engagement and 
how it can be applied and operationalised in their prac-
tices. Both eventually manifested themselves in their fi-
nal assignments. In fact, without the classroom interac-
tion, we argue, the changes in the candidates’ perfor-
mance on portfolio assignments would be difficult to 
interpret. Indeed, these could be seen as candidates fol-
lowing the tutor’s advice without thinking why it is im-
portant.

Hence, the interactional episode we analysed both 
explained the notable change in Candidate’s 4 reliance 
on the tutor in Portfolio 6 and helped to recognise that 
there was understanding behind this change. 

 Lantolf et al. (2021) argued that development is 
not a linear process but is characterised by shifts in 
learners’ reliance on the mediator, even if the general 

trend is towards more self-regulated performance. SCT 
compels us to appreciate the revolutionary character of 
development, and we argue that the approach explored 
in this study enables such development. That is, the 
course design in the study can make both individual 
developmental trajectories (portfolio assessment) and 
that of the groups (classroom interaction) of in-service 
teachers visible and, in fact, create them. Hence, we 
suggest a similar approach can be used in other in-ser-
vice teacher training.

In this regard, considering the context where 
teacher-centred approach has been prevalent (see 
Cirocki & Farelly, 2016; Feryok, 2008), promoting can-
didates’ understanding of the purpose of guidance can 
be important. In the current study, some candidates 
took the mere fact that comments were coming from 
the tutor as a sign that there was a problem that needed 
rectifying. It should be made clear to candidates that 
the purpose of comments is to guide the development 
of their understanding as well as eventually give them 
responsibility for their performance.

Limitations of the study need to be mentioned. To 
start with, partially due to our study design and partially 
due to some candidates not submitting all their assign-
ments or submitting them late, we focused only on the 
development of two candidates. Hence our results 
should not be generalised, and further research could 
be conducted to show whether our design is feasible 
and whether and how development occurs in similar 
designs with a larger number of participants and in oth-
er contexts. Furthermore, the course structure was such 
that there were only a few opportunities for Zoom inter-
actions with the candidates, so most of the mediation 
was in the written format.

Overall, due to its context ‒ in-service teaching 
training ‒ and the asynchronous modality of mediation, 
the study has something to offer both to practice and 
further research.

A standard portfolio template contained the following 
sections:

– general information on the learners and lesson focus;
– description of the teaching material, rationale and lan-

guage analysis, anticipated problems and solutions, assump-
tions about the learners and material;

– a step-by-step lesson procedure (in later portfolios);
– self-evaluation, further steps for developing the lesson/

analysis;
– tutor’s checklist of assessment criteria.

The completed assignments were assessed by the tutor, 
who suggested areas for improvement. The portfolio assign-
ments under discussion had the following foci:

– Portfolio 4: researching a grammar construction that 
participants feel they might have trouble with;

– Portfolio 5: planning a language focus stage to teach 
grammar by using questions to clarify the meaning;

– Portfolio 6: planning and teaching a listening lesson;
– Portfolio 7: adapting a coursebook activity for the 

needs of one’s learners.

‘SCT compels us to appreciate the 
revolutionary character of development, and 
we argue that the approach explored in this 
study enables such development. That is, the 
course design in the study can make both 
individual developmental trajectories 
(portfolio assessment) and that of the groups 
(classroom interaction) of in-service teachers 
visible and, in fact, create them’
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There is, therefore, evidence for at least a degree of 
internalisation of the concept leading to changes in the 
candidates’ practice. However, the two candidates’ de-
velopmental paths in the internalisation of the concept 
of learner-centeredness were different.

 
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
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formance with regard to applying the academic and 
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interactions, with the focus on helping the candidates 
merge academic and pedagogical concepts and their 
everyday concepts, were considered together.

To elaborate, just as portfolio assessment informed 
the Zoom interactions, Zoom interactions informed the 
mediation in the portfolio assignments, which, in turn, 
provided information for the tutor, which informed the 
subsequent classroom interaction. We demonstrated 
this with reference to the interactional episode to which 
Candidate 4 contributed. It allowed us to trace the de-
velopment of the two focal candidates’ understanding 
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how it can be applied and operationalised in their prac-
tices. Both eventually manifested themselves in their fi-
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tion, we argue, the changes in the candidates’ perfor-
mance on portfolio assignments would be difficult to 
interpret. Indeed, these could be seen as candidates fol-
lowing the tutor’s advice without thinking why it is im-
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explained the notable change in Candidate’s 4 reliance 
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suggest a similar approach can be used in other in-ser-
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In this regard, considering the context where 
teacher-centred approach has been prevalent (see 
Cirocki & Farelly, 2016; Feryok, 2008), promoting can-
didates’ understanding of the purpose of guidance can 
be important. In the current study, some candidates 
took the mere fact that comments were coming from 
the tutor as a sign that there was a problem that needed 
rectifying. It should be made clear to candidates that 
the purpose of comments is to guide the development 
of their understanding as well as eventually give them 
responsibility for their performance.

Limitations of the study need to be mentioned. To 
start with, partially due to our study design and partially 
due to some candidates not submitting all their assign-
ments or submitting them late, we focused only on the 
development of two candidates. Hence our results 
should not be generalised, and further research could 
be conducted to show whether our design is feasible 
and whether and how development occurs in similar 
designs with a larger number of participants and in oth-
er contexts. Furthermore, the course structure was such 
that there were only a few opportunities for Zoom inter-
actions with the candidates, so most of the mediation 
was in the written format.

Overall, due to its context ‒ in-service teaching 
training ‒ and the asynchronous modality of mediation, 
the study has something to offer both to practice and 
further research.

A standard portfolio template contained the following 
sections:

– general information on the learners and lesson focus;
– description of the teaching material, rationale and lan-

guage analysis, anticipated problems and solutions, assump-
tions about the learners and material;

– a step-by-step lesson procedure (in later portfolios);
– self-evaluation, further steps for developing the lesson/

analysis;
– tutor’s checklist of assessment criteria.

The completed assignments were assessed by the tutor, 
who suggested areas for improvement. The portfolio assign-
ments under discussion had the following foci:

– Portfolio 4: researching a grammar construction that 
participants feel they might have trouble with;

– Portfolio 5: planning a language focus stage to teach 
grammar by using questions to clarify the meaning;

– Portfolio 6: planning and teaching a listening lesson;
– Portfolio 7: adapting a coursebook activity for the 

needs of one’s learners.

‘SCT compels us to appreciate the 
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we argue that the approach explored in this 
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Appendix 2. Mediational moves

Mediational moves:
(1) accepting the candidate’s response and praising: this 

mediational move occurred when a candidate overcame their 
problem in the subsequent portfolio following the mediation; 
accepting the response in our data coincided with praise, e.g., 
‘You managed to involve the students in the process more, 
good!’

(2) asking for clarifications/elaborations: this mediational 
move occurred when we were unsure of the candidates’ in-
tention or understanding of having a particular activity, aim, 
approach, etc., in their portfolio, e.g., ‘Can you elaborate, 
keeping the aims you identified in mind?’

(3) identifying the problems in the text: similarly to 
Shrestha (2020), we considered this mediational move to be 
less explicit than the following, as while suggesting a change 
in a particular place in the portfolio, we left the agency with 
the candidates as to how this change could be made and 
why, e.g., ‘describe the procedure here.’

(4) introducing guiding questions and prompts: this me-
diational move involved implicitly referring candidates, in an 
interrogative form, to teaching methodologies and other con-
tent covered previously in the course, without naming them, 
e.g., ‘Which task is more controlled? Which gives freer prac-
tice?’

(5) suggesting solutions: with this mediational move, we 
directed the candidates to direct solutions without naming 
them, e.g., ‘You need to talk about aims for the learners here.’

(6) referring to the previous portfolio: we considered this 
mediational move to be more explicit, as even though we did 
not name the solution for the candidate, we suggested they 
consider how they addressed a similar point in the previous 
portfolio; we considered that a degree of self-regulation was 
required, as the solution had to be adapted in the new portfo-
lio, e.g., ‘Look back on Portfolio 4 and think how these exam-
ples can be made more memorable for your learners.’

(7) explaining issues: this move explained what the can-
didates were expected to do and why, e.g., ‘I wonder if basing 
on the learners’ experiences or your joint one with them can 
help them understand the use of the tense better.’

(8) providing a choice: as the name suggests, this in-
volved providing the candidate with (usually two) alterna-
tives, e.g., ‘These tenses ... are quite complex, so dig deeper 
here … If you choose one tense only, describe it in detail.’

(9) providing correct solutions: the most explicit media-
tional move, where the tutor suggested the change in the port-
folio overtly, even if with some hedging, e.g., ‘Would graphi-
cally presenting it differently, e.g., strike-through formatting, 
help the learners see that they cannot use this form.’

Appendix 3. Reciprocity moves

Reciprocity moves:
(1) overcoming problems: this related to the candidate 

resolving their challenges with no support from the mediator;
(2) incorporating mediation: as in Shrestha (2020), this 

was the commonest reciprocity move; the candidates, guided 
by the mediation, built on their knowledge and experience to 
develop their portfolio;

(3) partially incorporating mediation: this indicated a 
change in response to mediation which was a step in the right 
direction, but the challenge was not fully resolved;

(4) accepting mediation: this move occurred in response 

to explicit mediation, the candidates accepting the change 
that the tutor suggested;

(5) responding incorrectly: sometimes the candidates at-
tempted to address the comments but misinterpreted what the 
issues were that the comments targeted;

(6) avoiding the issue targeted by the mediation: the can-
didates, rather than addressing the elicited issue, removed 
some text from their portfolio;

(7) unresponsive: this code was used when candidates 
did not introduce any change in response to a comment given 
on their draft portfolio.
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Appendix 2. Mediational moves

Mediational moves:
(1) accepting the candidate’s response and praising: this 

mediational move occurred when a candidate overcame their 
problem in the subsequent portfolio following the mediation; 
accepting the response in our data coincided with praise, e.g., 
‘You managed to involve the students in the process more, 
good!’

(2) asking for clarifications/elaborations: this mediational 
move occurred when we were unsure of the candidates’ in-
tention or understanding of having a particular activity, aim, 
approach, etc., in their portfolio, e.g., ‘Can you elaborate, 
keeping the aims you identified in mind?’

(3) identifying the problems in the text: similarly to 
Shrestha (2020), we considered this mediational move to be 
less explicit than the following, as while suggesting a change 
in a particular place in the portfolio, we left the agency with 
the candidates as to how this change could be made and 
why, e.g., ‘describe the procedure here.’

(4) introducing guiding questions and prompts: this me-
diational move involved implicitly referring candidates, in an 
interrogative form, to teaching methodologies and other con-
tent covered previously in the course, without naming them, 
e.g., ‘Which task is more controlled? Which gives freer prac-
tice?’

(5) suggesting solutions: with this mediational move, we 
directed the candidates to direct solutions without naming 
them, e.g., ‘You need to talk about aims for the learners here.’

(6) referring to the previous portfolio: we considered this 
mediational move to be more explicit, as even though we did 
not name the solution for the candidate, we suggested they 
consider how they addressed a similar point in the previous 
portfolio; we considered that a degree of self-regulation was 
required, as the solution had to be adapted in the new portfo-
lio, e.g., ‘Look back on Portfolio 4 and think how these exam-
ples can be made more memorable for your learners.’

(7) explaining issues: this move explained what the can-
didates were expected to do and why, e.g., ‘I wonder if basing 
on the learners’ experiences or your joint one with them can 
help them understand the use of the tense better.’

(8) providing a choice: as the name suggests, this in-
volved providing the candidate with (usually two) alterna-
tives, e.g., ‘These tenses ... are quite complex, so dig deeper 
here … If you choose one tense only, describe it in detail.’

(9) providing correct solutions: the most explicit media-
tional move, where the tutor suggested the change in the port-
folio overtly, even if with some hedging, e.g., ‘Would graphi-
cally presenting it differently, e.g., strike-through formatting, 
help the learners see that they cannot use this form.’

Appendix 3. Reciprocity moves

Reciprocity moves:
(1) overcoming problems: this related to the candidate 

resolving their challenges with no support from the mediator;
(2) incorporating mediation: as in Shrestha (2020), this 

was the commonest reciprocity move; the candidates, guided 
by the mediation, built on their knowledge and experience to 
develop their portfolio;

(3) partially incorporating mediation: this indicated a 
change in response to mediation which was a step in the right 
direction, but the challenge was not fully resolved;

(4) accepting mediation: this move occurred in response 

to explicit mediation, the candidates accepting the change 
that the tutor suggested;

(5) responding incorrectly: sometimes the candidates at-
tempted to address the comments but misinterpreted what the 
issues were that the comments targeted;

(6) avoiding the issue targeted by the mediation: the can-
didates, rather than addressing the elicited issue, removed 
some text from their portfolio;

(7) unresponsive: this code was used when candidates 
did not introduce any change in response to a comment given 
on their draft portfolio.
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Idioms can be a curse for foreign language 
learners. First, it’s not obvious what they mean. Second-
ly, we don’t know where the expression comes from 
and thirdly, even if we have a similar concept ex-
pressed by an idiom in our own language it uses com-
pletely different language to do so. A common example 
in German is dienst is dienst und schnaps ist schnaps, 
which translates literally as work is work and schnapps 
is schnapps (an alcoholic drink). However, the compa-
rable expression in English is Don’t mix business and 
pleasure. Not obvious to a speaker of German learning 
English and definitely not to an English speaker learning 
German.

This is why appreciating the etymology of words 
and phrases to understand how they came to mean 
what they mean today is an important linguistic skill, as 
illustrated in Caroline Taggart’s book about the origins 
of many common expressions used in everyday English. 
This makes them easier to understand. Let’s take the 
two expressions in the title as an example. To eat Hum-
ble Pie means to make an apology when you make a 
bad mistake. But what is a humble pie? According to 
Caroline Taggart, in rich households the members of 
the family would eat the meat of an animal, and the 
servants would eat what remains – the heart or the liver 

entrails – which were known at the time as umbles, of-
ten cooked in a pie with flour. So, eating umble pie is 
what the servants did while the landowners and their 
families feasted on the meat. The servants were humble 
in relation to the landowners, showing humility in their 
presence. So, to eat humble pie gradually came to 
mean to make a humiliating apology when something 
goes wrong or someone makes a bad mistake, as in The 
journalist was forced to eat humble pie when analysis of 
the statistics exposed a number of inaccuracies in her 
report’.

No one seems to know where the other expression 
in the title Cold Turkey comes from. In English to talk 
cold turkey meant to talk frankly. That later became 
simply to talk turkey, to get to the point. The phrase to 
go cold turkey means to withdraw completely from do-
ing something potentially harmful, such as drugtaking 
or drinking alcohol. The evidence suggests that the 
original expressions came from America and possibly 
the eating of turkey to commemorate the Thanksgiving 
ceremony for the safe arrival of the pilgrims from 
Britain in America in 1621.

Some 400 colloquial words and idiomatic expres-
sions are explained in the book and listed in a very use-
ful index at the back. After a brief introduction the book 
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